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The research described in this t-^ esis has been carried out by the 
autuor v/hiie a postgraduate student in the Department of jiatural liiloso- 
phy, Glasgow University, under t;ie supervision of Professor J. I. Doc. 
During this tdise (1951 ~ 1954) the author was a member of the nuclear 
emulsion group under the direction of Dr. B, lluirliead* The programme of 
research has been concerned vrith the nuclear interactions of particles a? 
energy below tlaat at which racoon production uccoae- possible*
At the present time there is no unified description of* the interaction 
of nucleons with at a ic nuclei which can sat isftafccen-h.. account for the 
esperimekital resents obtained for all energies of the bombarding particles. 
Tie results are interpreted by consideration of phenomenological models of 
the nucleus which ore appropriate for different regions of energy of'’ the 
incident nucleons. These ir*odels appear adequate in their regions of 
applicability. Their relationship to each other and their underlying 
physical significance is only partly understood.
In order to give the perspective to the thesis of this dissertation, 
the early chapters are devoted to a critical review of the subject.
This entails discussion in Chapter 1 of the various models of the 
nucleus which have been pioposed to describe the interaction of nucleons 
at different incident energies. T. .e application, of photographic emulsion 
tec,mique in the study of nuclear reactions is considered in Chapter 2,
An appendix to this chapter describes the Oeteminatiori of the range-ener- 
gy relationsliips for protons and alpha particles in diluted 111'or d G£ 
emulsions carried out by the author in collaboration with Dr. Boeser*
The results iiave been publisl-ied in the Procsedingsof the Physical Society.
The review is followed by an account of the author's research. For 
reasons of conciseness here, certain details of procedure are included in 
the form of appendices#
In Chapter 5 an investigation of the interaction of protons at an 
energy of 140 tie¥ with the nuclei of the photographic emulsion is des­
cribed# Cross sections are obtained for the disintegrations produced in 
the light and heavy atonic constituents of the emulsion by caparison of 
events in noaoal and diluted emulsions# A satisfactory description of 
the nature of the disintegrations is obtained by assuming, on the Gold- 
berger modal, that the incident proton interacts directly with individual 
nucleons inside the struck nucleus* A nucleon cascade is set up inside 
the nucleus which continues until the nucleons escape from the nucleus or 
are absorbed to leave the residual nucleus in an excited state* An 
estimate is made for the xaoan free path of nucleons inside nuclear natter 
at different energies wizen possible nucleon-nncleon collisions are 
restricted by the application of the Pauli Iboolusion Principle#
The study was carried out by the author in collaboration with Dr# 
Iluirhead and Dr* Rosser* The experimental procedure adopted to separate 
the cross sections for the disintegrations in the light and heavy nuclei 
of the photographic emulsion is due to Dr* iiiirhead# The results of t is 
investigation have been published in the Philosophical '-agasine.
In, Cliapter 4 an experimental attempt to assess the importance of the 
emission of nucleons at intemediate energies by direct collision process*
inside the nucleus is described* This has been carried out by studying 
the distributions in energy and angle of the protons emitted from the 
interaction of X>2 BeV neutrons with iron. The protons are produced in 
iron foils and are detected in photographic emulsions* Exposures to 
aluminiten and xhodium foils were also raade to allow a comprehensive study 
of the (n,p) reactions in different elements to be rrad©* Tbs results 
which haw been subsequently obtained from these exposures ore also given 
in chapter 2*-*
The investigation m s  initiated by the antizor and carried out with 
the assistance and subsequent collaboration of Mr# Brown* The experi­
mental procedure adopted and the method of analysis of the observations 
were developed by the author. The collection which m s  applied to the 
observed energy spectra to allow for the reduction in energy of the 
protons in passing through the iron foils was calculated by Jflr# Brown*
The results of this investigation haw been published in the Philosophical 
■hgaaine.
hi ciuapter 5? the scattering of nucleons at low and intermediate 
energies by nuclei is treated theoretically by an extension of the semi- 
classical method of Goldberger# The nucleus is described by a simplified 
free particle model in which account is taken of the Banli Principle in 
excluding djnaalcally possible collisions inside nuclear matter. The 
model is applied in a calculation of the dependence of the imaginary part 
of the V/eisskopf nuclear potential on the energy of the incident nudeon, 
Good agreement is obtained with the values of the scattering potentials 
which. have been derived from the analysis of nucleon nucleus scattering
experiments by the optical modal* Tbs application of the model in 
predicting the direct ©mission of nucleons from nuclear reactions at these 
energies is considered*
The calculation of the scattering potentials was carried out by Br* 
Biirhead with the collaboration of the author* The results of the 
investigation have been published in the Fhiloaophica! kagasine*
The dissertation concludes in chapter 6, emphasis being placed on 
the connection of the research presented in the thesis with current ideas*
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Section 1*1; Introduction
An exact theory cf the interaction of nucleons with nuclei must be 
based upon a knowledge of the forces existing between nucleons inside the 
nucleus* Most attempts to discover the nature of the inter-nucleon forces 
have proceeded along one of two paths, namely, the study of the interaction 
of only two nucleons in order to arrive at an understanding of the 
aXenientary forces between isolated nuclear- particles and the interpretation 
of Hie properties of cairpleK nuclei in terns of the interaction between 
the nuclear constituents* Up to the present time these two approaches 
hate not led to a consistent theory of nuclear forces* Indeed it is far 
from certain that the forces active within the nucleus are the sa;;;e as 
found between isolated nucleons*
Because of this lack of knowledge of the nature of the forces within 
the nucleus, any present tlieory which describes a nuclear reaction must 
necessarily be phenomenological* Various models of the mechanism of the 
nuclear interaction which do not depend on a detailed account of the 
interactions between the elementary particles inve been applied at 
different energies of the incident particle* tfitfa the aid of tliese 
models it has been possible to describe the nucleus in terms of a limited 
number of parameters* In this way a consistent picture of the structure 
of' the nucleus is being develox^ ed*
It is convenient for the purpose of discussion to specify three 
energy regions, namely: B < 1 xleY, 1 < B < 50 MeV and E > 50 MeV (the
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low, intermediate and high energy regions respectively). In general the 
character of a nuclear reaction is determined by the energy region of the 
incident particle* However, as would be expected there is considerable 
overlap in the classification of nuclear react ions, with a gradual change 
of character from one energy region to another*
At low energies nuclear reactions are characterised by sharp 
resonances in the cross sections* At intermediate energies tiie nucleus 
appears effectively black to an incident particle and tie cross sections 
for scattering and absorption are about equal to the geometrical area of 
the nucleus* At high energies the nucleus appears partially transparent 
to an incident nucleon and the cross sections for absorption are consider­
ably less than the geometrical area for the light nuclei*
The observed interaction of nucleons with the nucleus has been 
described on the basis of two very different models: the compound nucleus
model and the optical model* At the time tlii s work was started, the 
compound nucleus model, based on strong interaction, appeared adequate to 
account for the results of experiments at low and intermediate energies* 
Its antithesis, the optical model, gave a satisfactory interpretation of 
the experimental results obtained at high energies* During the period 
of this research the optical model was extended in a plication to describe 
the scattering and absorption of nucleons at low energies*
The work presented in this thesis is concerned with the study of 
nuclear inactions at high and intermediate energies* In tills chapter a 
critical review of the interaction of nucleons with nuclei is given within 
the above models*
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The Definition of
The total cross section, c, . which includes all effects that remove
f
a particle from the incident bear, can be subdivided into two parts• Thus,
<5 <5~ , -* O’)- el r
where . denotes the elastic scattering cross section and <y, denotes the 
combined cross section for all events other than elastic scattering, 
referred to as the reaction cross section* The reaction cross section 
plays the part of an absorption cross section since it describes the 
removal of particles from the *entrance channel* of the reaction.
The detailed cross sections of the different nuclear reactions are all 
contained in &r, which can be split into the sum of the cross sections 
for specific reactions* Thus,
where 6~in is the cross section for inelastic scattering of the incident 
particle and the sum of the <y(a,b) takes into account all other reactions 
in which the incident particle is not re-emitted*
Ideally the task of a comprehensive theory of nuclear reactions is to 
predict the individual cross sections for all the energetically allowed 
reactions that can be initiated by the incident particle* However, it is 
convenient to distinguish between the prediction of the elastic and reaction 
cross sections and the detailed cross sections. The former are concerned 
exclusively with the scattering or absorption of the incident beam* The 
latter cross sections, however, reflect the mechanism of energy transfer 
inside the nucleus and depend, therefore, on a specific description of the
course of the nuclear reaction*
The elastic and reaction cross sections can be further divided into 
partial cress sections and d*|j| -which represent the cross sections
for events initiated by incident particles -with angular momentum i *
General expressions have been obtained for these cross sections by con­
sidering the effect of the target nucleus on the wave function of the 
incident particles in the entrance channel* The interaction with the 
nucleus changes the outgoing wave only* The partied, elastic and reaction 
cross sections are then given by the following expressions:
e^l.t = p ( 2 { + l)jl -  5 t ani Sr,t = p ( 2 £  + l)|l ~  5 C
where k is the wave number of the incoming particles and is the ampli­
tude of the i tii partial outgoing- wave.
In general the amplitudes, S«, can be calculated only if the internal 
structure of the nucleus is known* However, it is a feature of the 
different models used to describe the nuclear interaction that these ampli­
tudes can be determined on making certain general assumptions about the 
structure of the nucleus* In particular if the existence of a well defined 
nuclear surface is assumed* then S. can be 'determined from the conditions 
at the nuclear surface*
The radial mve function outside the nucleus u * (r), can be obtained 
from the solution of the radial Schrodinger equation. The amplitude, S^, 
will be contained in the wave function, u ^  (r) • Since the radial wave 
function and its derivative must be continuous at the surface, then, if 
is the logarithmic derivative of the interior wave function ?
Frora this equation, the amplitudes, S^, and hence the cross sections can
be expressed quite generally- in terns of the fp ts.
The deterrdnation of cross sections can therefore be reduced to find*
ing plausible values of the f ^ *su In the confound nucleus model, the
f £ *s are determined by postulating suitable values of to* in the interior of
tlie nucleus* In the optical model, the f* *s are derived directly in
terns of the parameters of the complex potential well*
As the energy of the incident particle increases, the number of 6
values which must be considered in tiie partial wave analysis also increases
a
At high energies, the artyysls becomes exceedingly complicated* isowever, 
at high energies tiie wavelength of the incident particle is very small, 
so that the nuclear surface is not well defined. On the transparent 1
nucleus model of high energy scattering:, the reflection at tiie nuclear 
surface is neglected so that the phase change of tiie outgoing wave can. be 
simply evaluated. In this approximation, therefore, the cross sections 
can be calculated without using an exact partial wave analysis*
Section 1*3: The Compound nucleus Bo script ion of a I-juelear Reaction at
3(a) The Compound Hucleua
Until recently the generally accepted description of the interaction 
of nucleons with nuclei was based on tiie strong interaction or coenpound 
nucleus theory of Bohr (l936)* On this theory the nuclear reaction was 
described as proceeding in two successive stages; firstly, the formation 
of a compound nucleus between the ba:barding particle and target nucleus
and secondly, the decay of the compound system into the products of the 
reactions. It was assumed that the two stages of the reaction could he 
considered as index>enclent processes so that the decay of the compound 
system did not depend specifically on 'the way it was formed. This has 
been referred to as the Bohr assumption* According to this assumption, 
iiie cross section for a nuclear reaction X(a,b)l, expressed as 6 (a,b), 
can. be written as,
<T(a,T3) = <T0 (a). &c(b)
where <5" (a) is tiie cross section for formation of the. compound nucleus and 
c
&c(b) is the probability that the compound nucleus will decay with emission 
of b.
‘The Bohr assumption is based on a picture of the nucleus in which the < 
interaction between the nucleons is so strong that the energy of tiie 
incident particle, once it strikes the nucleus, is rapidly absorbed, and 
completely distributed among the nuclear constituents* A necessary 
condition for the quick sharing of energy is that the incident nucleon has 
a short mean free path in nuclear matter. A necessary condition for the 
corrplets ’mixing* of the energy of the incident particle is that the 
compound nucleus has a long; lifetime. In addition, the stability of the 
compound nucleus requires that the average energy of a particle, after the 
excitation energy of the compound nucleus has been shared out, should be 
much less than the separation energy of the particle from the nucleus.
Xhen the energy of the incident particle is less than 5® Me V, it 'was 
estimated that these conditions should be valid (c.f. Blatt and Iveisskopf
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1952)# The compound nucleus description has been applied in this energy 
range*
3 M  Formation of the Compound nucleus % Continuum and Resonance Theory 
The formal determination of cross sections using the concept of a 
compound nucleus has been based on two extreme theories, namely, continuum 
theory and resonance theory. Common to both theories are too general 
assumptions regarding the structure of the nucleus*
1, The nucleus lias a well defined surfa.ce which is a sphere of radius
E, The nuclear forces only act on a particle if the distance between
the particle and the centre of the nucleus is less than R*
2* The particle is subject to very strong interactions inside the 
nucleus so that it rapidly exchanges its energy with the other nucleons, 
Neither theory is concerned, however, with any details of compound nucleus 
formation*
Hie further assumption peculiar to the continuum theory of nuclear 
reactions is that the compound nucleus has many modes of decay (Peshbaeh and. 
Weisskqpf 1949)* This condition is fulfilled when the incident energy 
is sufficient to excite the compound nucleus above the region of discrete 
energy levels, i*e*9 to the continuum region of excitation levels* The 
continuum theory is therefore only strictly applicable to incident particles 
with energy of several Me ¥• However, Peshbaeh and Weisskqpf showed that 
the continuum theory could also be applied at lower energies if the cross 
sections are awsesaged over resonances*
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In vievr of the continuum assumption the Incident particle is very
unlikely to be re-emitted into the entrance channel once it has penetrated
the nuclear surface. The radial, wave function in the entrance channel is
therefore expected to have the form of an ingoing wave only, so that it can
- i Kr
be represented by tft. ~  e , for r < R, where K is the wave number
of the particle on entering the nucleus* This wave function is approximate, 
being used only to give an estimate for the logarithmic derivative at 
the nuclear surface. The ccntinuam theory/ leads to values of the cross 
sections which are smooth functions of the energy and independent of any 
special properties of the target nucleus* 'Hoe continuum theory does not 
predict nuclear resonances* Furthermore, the reaction cross section is 
identical with the cross section for the ibrmation of the compound nucleus, 
because of the assumption that the incident particle is not re-emitted into 
the entrance channel,
A different description of the behaviour of u ^ (r) * for r < R, is 
necessary to extend the above considerations to lower incident energies , 
where the return of* the incident particle into the entrance channel cannot 
be neglected. If the continuum assumption is dropped, it can be shown that 
the main consequence is the appearance of resonances in. the cross section 
(Feshbach et a1, 1947)* She cross section for forming a compound nucleus 
now shows a series of maxima and minima corresponding to the excitation of 
discrete energy levels in the compound nucleus.
In the resonance region the experimental results can be well represented 
by the theory in almost all cases* At higher energy the experimental
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results as they appeared in 1949 "were very limited* Peshbaeh and 
Weisskopf (1949) showed that their calculations gave only a fair measure of 
agreement with the experimental results. However, the main application of 
compound nucleus theory at that time was in the prediction of the detailed 
cross sections. In so far as the continuum theory appeared capable of 
providing an overall description of the cross section for forming a compound 
nucleus, the theoretical situation was considered to be satisfactory. It 
was not until much later that serious doubt was cast upon the correctness of 
the continuum assumption of the immediate formation of a compound nucleus, 
3(c) The Decay of the Compound Nucleus,
The nuclear processes occurring after the formation of a compound 
nucleus were first considered by Weisskopf (1937)* On the basis of the 
Bohr assumption, a connection between the rate of the two opposite processes 
of formation and decay of the compound system was derived by the application 
of reciprocity arguments. When the levels of both the compound and residual 
nuclei are assumed to form a continuum, the probability of decay of the 
compound nucleus by emission of particle b with energy £ , I ^ (£)d£3 is 
given by the following expression:
I-b (£) d£ » const, £ w  (e) d£
where € c^ (€) is the cross section for formation of the compound nucleus by 
b in the inverse reaction and w(E) is tiie level density of the residual 
nucleus with excitation energy E» Prom general t eraodynaxnic considerations, 
the level density at an excitation energy E can be expressed in terms of 
the corresponding nuclear temperature T, as ^ iln mhe resulting
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expression for the energy distribution of the emitted particles, b, then 
describes the disintegration of the compound nucleus as analogous to an 
evaporation process,
Hie above considerations were extended to the calculation of the yields 
of nuclear reactions (Weisskopf and Ewing 191$) * The decay of the compound 
nucleus is assumed to be governed by the free competition between all the 
different possible processes of de-excitation, the only difference between 
neutrons and protons , for example, being the effect on the latter of the 
Coulomb barrier, This is the statistical, assumption, 'The theory of 
nuclear reactions founded on this basis is called the statistical theory,
The probability of the decay of the compound nucleus with emission of 
particle h, Gc (b), can. be written as
where the quantity, is the emission probability of particle b, and the 
sum is over all possible types of decay including the emission of b. Mien 
the excited states of the residual nucleus are continuous, the quantity 
is given by the integral of the intensity distribution (£) d£ over all 
possible energies of the emitted particle
where is the maximum possible energy of the emitted particle b, The 
function Pfc> can be computed for each particle type if the form of the level 
density in the residual nucleus w(E) is known* An. estimate of the
&c 00 Fb
E g
cons w .(E ) d£
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dependence of the level density w(e) on the excitation energy E call 'be 
deduced from the assumed energy dependence of the temperature T.
The cross section of a particular (a,b) reaction proceeding via the 
compound nucleus can therefore be calculated from the expression,
sr(a,t) = IS" c (a)
where 6”c(a) is the cross section for forming the compo'und nucleus by 
particle a, Mien neutron emission is energetically possible, it is 
generally more likely to occur than charged particle emission, since the 
latter must penetrate the Coulomb barrier, The cross section for the 
reaction, <S (a,n) is approximately equal to the cross section for forming 
a compound nucleus 6"c(a) for energies below the Coulomb barrier.
Certain general conclusions can also be stated concerning; the angular 
distribution of the reaction products from the decay of the compound nucleus 
It can be shown by statistical arguments that the angular distribution of 
particles emitted from a compound nucleus excited in the continuum region is 
symmetrical about 9$° (lolfenstein 1951)* Moreover, the angular distri­
bution of particles which leave tiie residual nucleus also excited in the 
continuum region is isotropic.
Experimental confirmation of tiie statistical theory of the decay of the 
compound nucleus has been obtained in a wide range of experiments. These 
include a caparison of the ratio of the yield of particular reactions 
proceeding through tiie same compound nucleus at the same excitation energy 
(Ghoshal 1950); a comparison of the variation of tiie yield of the (o(,n)
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and (o(| 2n) reactions (Braii cud Tendzm 1547* Rleuler et al# 1933) and the
(p,n) reaction (Blaser et al. 2951) as a function of energy; a ccKparison
of the energy spectrum of neutrons emitted in (n,n ) and (p,n) reactions
(Graves and Rosen 1933 f Gugelot 1951} • However, significant deviations
ijre observed in the study of reactions which, for statistical reasons, are
not favoured in the decay of the compound nucleus, the emission of protons,
for exaasple, being more likely than theoretically -radiated. Such
differences will be discussed in section 1 5^(a;
3(d) the Validity of the Compound Nucleus Description#
To appreciate the limitations of the compound nucleus picture, it is
worthwhile making a closer study of the compound nucleus formed in the
reaction. This will have a large probability of being, formed if the
incident energy is such that an energy level, Es, in the compound nucleus
is excited* Since the compound states decay, they have a finite lifetime
Ts and the level Ss has a width P s related to T s by I s = —
The average distance between levels, D, can be related to the period,
Tp of the internal nucleon motion by the egression, T = — 4^* (Weisskopf
D
1950)• For a level from which only a particle b can be emitted, the
period T is the interval of time between successive appearances of the
particle b at the nuclear surface; that is, between successive attempts at
escape, The lifetime Tf* of the state is then given by it, = ——  -where
Fb
Pb is the penetrability of the surface fox' the particle b. Hence tiie 
I>article vddth can be related to the level distance by the expression:
In the resonance region, the level width, T i s  much less than the 
level distance, B. The occurrence of resonances implies, therefore, that 
the penetration of the nuclear surface is small and in consequence that 
the same motion is repeated many times before the decay of the compound 
state occurs. As a result, the Bohr assumption that the decay of the 
compound nucleus is independent of its mode of formation should be valid in 
the resonance region.
As the energy of the incident particle increases, the width of the 
compound state increases. Not only does every single particle width 
increase since each becomes larger, but more modes of decay are possible 
since more levels become available In the residual nucleus. There is a 
region of excitation energy, therefore, at which the width Ts becomes 
greater than the level distance D. She spectrum of the compound nucleus 
becomes truly continuous and the formation of the compound nucleus is 
independent of the position of individual levels* This is the continuum 
region. The lifetime of the compound state, T s has become smaller than 
the period, T, so that the incident nucleon may not even complete one sin­
gle cycle of its motion. A complete mixing of tine excitation energy may 
not occur, and in consequence, the decay of the compound nucleus may not 
now be independent of the manner of formation#
Thus the assumption of an independent decay is strictly valid only 
in the resonance region* However, even at higher energies the lifetime 
of the compound nucleus, although shorter than the nuclear period, may be 
sufficiently long to allow a complete sharing of energy. This premise is
13 -
supported by the general success of the statistical theory of nuclear 
reactions, however, at still higher energies, tbs assumption of the
sharing of energy among all the nuclear constituents can no longer he
(
justified and tiie theory of nuclear reactions lias to be treated an a 
different basis.
Section 1«4< The Optical Desorption of a Bxcleser Reaction at High Bnergy 
4(a.) Huclear Transparency
When the energy of the incident particle becomes so high that its
wavelength is much smaller than the nuclear radius, the particle can
/
interact with individual nucleons inside the nucleus (Berber 1947)* Since 
the cross sections for interaction between nucleons are saall at hl^i 
energies, the mean free path for inelastic scattering by individual nude as 
in nuclear matter becocies of the oxder of nuclear dimensions* It follows 
that the assignation of irradiate absorption can no longer be considered 
valid 30 that the nuclear interaction can no longer be described on 
the coapound nucleus model*
There is also a finite probability that a nucleon of high energy, 
because of its long mean free path will pass right through the nucleus 
without any collision - the phenomenon of nuclear transparency* The 
Value of the reaction cross section at high energies is therefor© expected 
to be less tlian the geometrical area presented by the nucleus to the 
incident particles* It is obvious, from sise considerations that the 
light nuclei will show the greatest transparency.
4 (b ) The grapspggatit nucleus h o le l
A theoretical description of the nuclear interaction of particles of 
high energy lias been made by analogy with the scattering of light by 
optical systems* Tha nuclear matter is characterised by a canplex inddg: 
of refraction, which takes into account the change in wavelength of tie 
nucleon on entering the nucleus (real part) and the absorption in the 
nucleus (imaginary part)- Thus the wave train of incident nucleons is 
considered to preserve its identity as it ibov®s through tine nucleus 
apart from attenuation, and refraction# This is the optical description. 
In particular, whan the optical picture is applied to the prediction of 
cross sections, it is known as the ’transparent nucleus’ model (Perhhach, 
Serber and Taylor 1949)*
T:he transparent model is a high energy approximation which requires 
that tbs energy is Mg!i enough for the incident wavelength A. to be much 
less than R# 3h the model all nuclei are treated as spheres of uniform, 
density having the same refractive index and absorption coefficient and 
differing from each other in size only* The complex propagation vector 
of tbs incident nucleons inside the nucleus can be written as k + + jjrl&
where k is the wav© number of the incident nucleon outside the nucleus5 
h 13 the increase in wave number inside the nucleus and K is the 
absorption coefficient; in nuclear matter*
The increase in wave number can be related to the depth of the 
real potential well V inside the nucleus* The wave number inside the 
nucleus is given bys
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wbere E is the kinetic energy outside the nucleus* It follows then that:
If the absorption of tins incident nucleon is assumed to take place 
by the mechanism proposed by Serber (loc, cit.), then the absorption 
coefficient K is given by the product of the Tiarticle density inside the 
m m m m  and tne average cross section 6" for scattering of the incident 
nucleon W by a particle in the nucleus# Hence K can be related to the 
cross sections for free nucleon-nuoleoa scattering since <r can be 
expressed in terms of these cross sections by
<? -  \ElS b l 1 °<
A
vtere o< is a factor which reduces the cro;.s sections in nuclear matter 
to allow for tiie restriction of the Pauli Exclusion Principle on the 
scattering of the incident nucleon by a proton or a neutron bound in the 
nucleus*
In the transparent nucleus model the cross sections are calculated 
in terms of these parameters by considering classical trajectories of the 
nucleon traversing the nucleus- Since the wavelength is assumed to be 
very naich less than the nuclear radius*, the general expressions for the 
cross sections (c*f* section 1*2} can be simplified by replacing the sun 
over the discrete partial waves by the integral over a continuous impact 
parameter* Moreover? if reflection at the surface is neglected* the 
outgoing wave has a relative phase and amplitude riven by
(ife - JK) T
where I is the distance travelled in tlx© nucleus and can be directly
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-2KE) X 
J 2K2P^
related to the impact parameter. Thus the cross sections can be obtained 
directly by integration of the ©xx>ressions riven in section 1*2 when g. 
1ms the toxsa above*
The reaction cross section is given by
'S’ r a IT H2 X - 11 - (X + 2KE)e
The expression for the elastic cross section is more co:,plicated and will 
not be given here* For a finite value of K9 the inaction cross section 
has a value less than the geometrical cross sect ion TT H which exhibits the 
transparency of" the nucleus* Mien K tends to infinity which represents 
the case of a completely opaque nucleus, the reaction cross section tends 
to the geometrical value Tf ITu
The trans]^ arent nucleus model has been employed as a basis for analy­
sis of the observed variation of the total cross section for neutrons 
with energy above 80 VmV incident on different nuclei (Ferhbach, Serber
and Taylor loc* cit. , Taylor 1953)* It is found that the radius of
i *»13
different nuclei can be represented by 1*37 A3 x 10 cm, in agreement 
with the assumption of a constant nuclear density* The values of the 
real potential V and the absorption coefficient K which have been derived 
from the experimental results vary smoothly with the energy of the 
incident neutron* According to the modal, K slowly decreases as the 
energy of the incident nucleon increases, whereas V rapidly decreases 
above an energy of 80 W  to a constant value of a few XS»V at an energy 
of 200 I.Iev*
Tine variation of K can be shown to agree well with that ejected
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from the measured nncle an~nuclean cross sections provided that account is 
taken of the restrictions imposed by the Bauli Exclusion Principle. 
Moreover, the observed decrease of V can be qualitatively explained by
considering the nature of the nucleon-nucleon interaction* At high
.
energies the wavelength of the incident particle is small and in conseq­
uence more details of8 the ixjcleon-nucleon interaction are explored: thus* 
the decrease in time effective nuclear potential could 'be expected if* the 
Interaction between two nucleons becomes highly repulsive at axort
1distances. Hence the application of thi model leads to a consistent 
description of the interaction of Agh energy neutrons in terms of the
)
collisions with individual particles inside the nucleus.
The experimental determination of the cross sections for -the inter­
action of* protons is complicated by time charge of the proton, which results 
in the attenuation of the proton beam by ionisation and Coulomb scatterings 
For this reason, the number of such e^eriaxents carried, out with high 
energy protons has been United. However, where the results of protean 
experiments have been obtained (e.g. J&cbar&son et al. 1932), their 
analysis by the transparent nucleus imodel (Gatha and Riddell 1932) has 
been equally successful and indicates values of the parameters in good 
agreement with those derived from the neutron experiments.
The work described in the first part of chapter 3 on the inelastic 
scattering of protons of 130 MeV was carried out to examine the validity 
of the transiparant nucleus model at an energy where previously no measure­
ments had been performed*
4(c) Tbs Reaction Produced at lii/di Energy
On the transparent nucleus modal, the cross section for the occurrence 
of a nuclear reaction is determined from the probability that the incident 
meleon collides with a nucleon. inside the nucleus. The result of the 
reaction can also be predicted by considering the interaction of the 
incoming nucleon with the individual nucleons of the target nucleus rather 
than with the nucleus as a whole. Because of the elastic nature of the 
collision, the struck nucleon may receive a large fraction of the incident 
energy, and thus leave tine nucleus without further collision. On the 
other hand, the energy division may continue until the energy of the 
mdoons is so low that the nucleons are absorbed# Thereafter, the 
nucleons share their energy with the nucleus as a whole*
A detailed model which predicts the nature of the nuclear disintegra­
tions at high energy was developed on this basis by Goldberger (1943)*
On the model the incident nucleon initiates a nucleonic cascade following 
the first collision inside the nucleus* Since tlx* effects of wave inter­
ference can be neglected at high energy, the passage of the nucleons in 
nuclear matter can be defined by the application of classical mechanics.
The scattering collisions are described by the free nucleon-mdeon cross 
sections* The influence of the other nucleons is felt only through the 
nuclear potential well, the internal momentum distribution of the nucleons 
inside the nucleus and the Pauli Exclusion Principle which forbids 
collisions cor re spending to final states already filled by the oilier 
nucleons*
The cascade is considered to continue until either the nucleons reach
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the surface of the nucleus and escape, or lose sufficient energy in a
i
collision to be absorbed in the nucleus leaving it in an excited state*
The emission of particles from the excited nucleus can then be described j
by the evaporation theory of beisskopf (1937)*
The existence of direct collision processes inside the nucleus has
been confirmed by the observation of the high energy particles emitted in
the reaction* Indeed* it was soon realised that the quasi-elastic
nature of the first collision should allow a determination of the manentum!
distribution of tlue nucleons inside the nucleus (Cladis et al* 1952,
Chanberlain and Segre 1952)* The only difference between such a
collision and that of the free nucleon nucleon collision results from the
motion of the struck particle inside the nucleus. The slowly varying
12 11
yield of |jarticular reactions observed at high energy, e,g« c (p?pu)c 
(Hint2 1952) can again be interpreted in consequence of the direct 
emission of particles; the actual excitation energy remining in the 
nucleus varies more slowly than the energy of the incident particle*
Finally it has been shown that the detailed characteristics of the nuclear
'
disintegrations produced by 400 MeV protons can be predicted by a 
statistical. calculation of the development of a nucleon cascade (Bernardini 
et al, 1952), However, it appeared desirable to examine the extent to 
which direct collisions are important at lower energies*
The work described in the second part of chapter 3 is concerned with 
an investigation of the nuclear disintegrations produced by 130 IvteY 
protons* It was anticipated that the comparatively low energy of the
incident proton might allow an estimate of the energy at which the reaction
i
should no longer be described as the interaction of the incident nucleon \
with individual nucleons inside the nucleus but rather as an interaction j
with the nucleus as a whole.
potion 1*5? The Optical Description of a Ifciclear Reaction at Low and
Ihtefncdlate Sneggftea*
5(a) Difficulties of Interpretation on the Compound liudeus Ivfodel
1to view of the success of two such different descriptions of the 
.
nuclear interaction, as the optical model at high energy and the caipound 
nucleus model at law and intermediate energies, it was natural that 
theoretical attention should be given to their region of applicability*
Tiie two models are generically related since absorption of a nucleon on 
the optical model is a necessary first step in the establishment of an 
excited compound nucleus. However, this is obviously not sufficient, 
since the nucleus may lose energy be inelastic emission in an early stage
o1 the sharing and exchange processes* By talong a mean free path for
'
the incident nucleon on the basis of' the free particle cross sections, 
Peaslee (1952) estimated that corpound nucleus theory should be applicable 
up to energies of the order of 30 MeV (c#f« section 1.3(a)) and that the 
optical model should be valid for energies greater than 80 MeV. In this 
lower region some recent experiaental data are very difficult to reconcile 
with the jjredictions of compound nucleus theory.
Sara© of the difficulties arose in the interpretation of tiue measured 
scattering cross sections by continuum theoiy* The data consisted of
measurements of the total cross sections of a range cf elements for netttrens 
of 42 : m  (Hildebrand and Leith 1950) and ilA Me¥ (Barschall et al. 1952) |
and measurements a? the angular distributions of protons elastically 
scattered from different nuclei at 18 2feV (Levier and Saxon 1952) and 
31 MeY (Britten 1952). However, the observed deviations from the 
predictions of continuum t eory gave no indication of the manner in which
“ , i w  “  - * ' 1*1-
Other difficulties arose from the in erpration of the yields and 
products of pa ticular nuclear’ reactions on the statistical theoxy* Thus, 
Paul and Clarke (1953) have observed considerable differences between their: 
experimental cross sections for the (n.p) reaction induced by 14*5 MeV 
neutrons and the predictions of theory# Similar difficulties have been 
encountered by Cohen et al# (1954) in attempting to interpret the measured 
cross sections for the (p,pn) reaction induced by 22 M  protons* Dis­
crepancies have also been noted by Gugelot (1954) and by Igo and Hisberg
of
(1954) in the fora/the energy spectra and angular distributions of 
inelastically scattered protons* The energy spectra contains more high 
energy protons than the statistical theory predicts; furthermore, the 
angular distribution of tl-ese protons is predominantly forward* Although 
acme of these deviations might arise from the difficulties of interpret” 
at ion .in the continuum region diseased in section 1*3 (d), the character 
of the observed deviations is sin liar to that observed in nuclear reactions 
at hi^h energies# However, it was not clear at what point the compound 
nucleus theory could be extended to include such direct interaction
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effects.
An advance towards clarification of the situation was finally achieve! 
when a (..etailed study of the scattering of neutrons of energies less than I 
3 BeV" revealed striking disagree.cat with the smooth variation in cross 
sections predicted by continuum theory. It was observed that the total 
cross sections, averaged over resonances, exhibited & series of large 
scale maxima and minima as a function of the incident energy at positions 
which varied gradually frcr. nucleus to nucleus (Barseh&Ll 1952). These i
features are inexplicable on a theory which assumes 1.mediate absorption 
of the incident neutron. On the other hand, if the incident particle is i
assumed to move inside the nucleus with a weak interaction the observed 
maxima in the cross sections can be qualitatively understood. For 
certain values of the nuclear radius and neutron wavelength, standing 
waves can be set up inside the nucleus; in this event the penetration 
inside the nucleus and hence the interaction can be very great* Thus the 
nature of the results leads to the application of the optical model at low 
energies.
5(b) The Optical 2, a del
At low energies the effect of the nucleus on the incident nucleon can 
be described on the optical model by a complex potential,
V = Y(r) + i W(r)
For the description to be physically realistic it is evidently necessary 
to restrict the potential to approximately the sise of the target nucleus* 
Hie real part is a representation of the average potential energy to which 
the nucleon is subjected when passing through the nucleus; the imaginary
part indicates the strength of these processes which lead to energy 
exchange 'the nucleon with the target nucleus.
Such a representation gives rise to a complex index of refraction of 
the nucleus as in the transparent nucleus model* Indeed, the parameters 
k-. and 1C of the latter model are related to the real and imaginary 
potentials ¥ and W by the equation
X
, f . v + JWV£?h + + jg Hi u k  ^x - — jr
where k is the wave number corresponding to the energy S of the nudLeon 
outside the nucleus* If W is s.all compared to V + E, it follows that;
11 C ( 1 + I  ) • 1 5
w
k ~ B(l + ^ }£
3h addition , since tiie absorption coefficient K is the reciprocal of the 
mean, free path A  ? the latter relation establishes a connection between V/ 
and A i thus, a stall imaginary potential implies a long mean free path
of the incident nucleon in nuclear matter*
Although tiie parameters of the optical model at hdgh and low energies 
are equivalent, the cross sections calculated on the transparent nucleus 
model areinvalid at low energies* It is only permissible to consider the 
scattering problem in tems of the passage of the incident nucleon through 
the nucleus at high energies. At low energies it ±3 necessary to perform 
an exact phase shift analysis with proper concern for the boundary 
conditions at the surface of the nucleus (c»f* section 1*2), The analysis 
leads directly to egressions for the scattering cross sections in toms of
the real and imaginary potentials*
When the optical model was applied at low energies, it wan found that 
the observed laaxfcaa and minima in the total crocs sections could be 
reproduced accurately by e>sploying a snail value ad the imaginary potential 
(FesKbach, Porter and Weisskopf 1993* 1954)* Tims, the application of the 
model indicates that the incident nucleon experiences tie weak interaction 
inside nuclear matter required to establish tine validity of' the optical 
description at low energies* In contrast to the assumption of insnediate
absorption which is the basis of tiie co pound nucleus t coxy, the incident
<
particle has a long moan free path in nuclear matter*
As the energy of the incident particle increases, analysis of the 
experimental results indicates that the value of the imaginary potential 
also increases (Woods and Saxon 1994)* Since the i aginary potential 
corresponds to an increased absorption tiie position is similar to that 
considered on the compound nucleus tiieoiy. The optical model gives 
similar predictions to tiie continuum theory at intermediate energies. It 
can now be appreciated tlmt the analysis of cross sections at intermediate 
energies did not lead to a clear distinction in favour of either model* 
However,even at intermediate energies the optical model predicts that the 
incident nucleon lias a finite mean free path in nuclear matters in con­
sequence, further examination of the compound nucleus description would 
appear to be necessary*
9(c) Implications of the Optical Lb del
The optical model only provides an empirical description of the cross
sections for elastic scattering and absorption (reaction) of tiie incident
nucleon. A description of the detailed crocs sections requires the 
additional assumption that absorption on the optical model leads to tiie | 
formation of a compound nucleus; then the formalism developed in section I 
I#3(e) could be carried over within the framework of the optical descrip­
tion of the interaction# The assumption appears valid at low energies, 
sine© the existence of resonances implies that absorption of the incident 
nucleon, although occurring with reduced probability, does lead to the 
formation of a compound nucleus# Furthermore, in view of the success of i 
statistical theory it would appear that the majority of absorption 
processes again lead to eo..pound nucleus formation at intermediate energies: 
nevertheless, it is consistent with the model that absorption does 
not always proceed in this way# Thus it may be possible to consider the 
course of a nuclear reaction on an extended basis and in particular to 
interpret the conflicting experimental results regarding the yield and 
products of nuclear reactions discussed in section 1.5(a)# As ims been 
suggested there, the products of a nuclear reaction may be separated into 
those emitted by direct collision proceases and those emitted from tiie 
decay of a compound nucleus# Thus it would appear tliat direct inter;action 
could lie included as an absorption process on the optical model# However, 
if more than an empirical description is to be obtained it is necessary 
to specify the absorption process. In this respect, the optical des­
cription itself appears to provide the framework within which the compound 
nucleus and direct interaction aspects of a nuclear reaction at inter­
mediate energies may be reconciled.
The optical model 1ms indicated a reduced interaction of the incident
nucleon inside the nucleus* Tims the possibility exists that a particle 
liiay be emitted as a result of the direct collision of the incident particle 
with an individual nucleon inside tin© nucleus* On this basis the compound 
nucleus is only formed if the individual nucleons are absorbed before 
reaciiing tiie surface of the nucleus. Such a distinction between the two 
stains of a nuclear reaction is obviously amlogous to that considered at 
high energies. Thus it would appear desirable to further study tiie 
nuclear reaction at intermediate energy to determine whether tiie occurrence 
of direct interaction should be recognised as i distinctive feature of 
nuclear reactions at these energies* In chapter 4* a study of the protoni
*56
emitted in the reaction Pe(n,p) Mar is reported.
Furthermore, a better under standing of tiie mechanism of energy trans­
fer inside the nucleus is required in order to provide more than a 
qualitative description of the interaction. In chapter an account is 
given of an attempt to establish the scattering of* nucleons of low and 
intermediate energies by nuclei as a result of the collisions with 
individual nucleons inside the nucleus.
CHAPTER 2 
Photographic laiuision Technique •
Nuclear emulsions are photographic emulsions of very high silver 
concentration thickly coated on glass backings • Ionising; particles which
pass tlirough the photographic emulsions alter a number of the silver 
bromide crystals in their path such that upon development they appear as 
microscopic raws of black grains of colloidal silver.
At the present time there is available commercially a range of nuclear
emulsions of various sensitivities which will record tracks of charged
particles of any energy* To appreciate this variation in sensitivity,
it is necessary to consider the variation of ionisation with the velocity
of a charged particle* 5,lie ionisation produced by a particle moving
tlirough matter decreases with increasing velocity, reaching a minimum
value at a velocity corresponding to a kinetic energy of approximately
twice the rest mass of the particle. This minimum occurs for electrons of
energy about 1 MeV and for protons about 2,000 Me?. At higher energies
the increase in ionisation is very gradual, amounting for electrons to a
6 10factor of only two in the range of 10 to 10 eV of particle energy.
The most sensitive emulsion (llford C-.5) is, therefore, one in which a 
sufficient number of grains are rendered developable when the rate of loss 
of energy corresponds to this minimum value. Such sensitivity has been 
achieved by increasing the grain size and improving the sensitisation 
process.
The use of nuclear emulsions in research involves three general stages:
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(a ) tiie exposure of the plates;
(b) the processing of the plates;
(c) the microscope examination oi the plates.
lgi.io3ure
In general a photographic plate can be used either as a detector of 
charged particles produced in some reaction which takes place external to 
the emulsion, or of those produced in a reaction which takes place in a 
constituent of the emulsion itself. The nature and energy of the 
particles can then be determined from measurements performed on their 
tracks#
Trie application of photographic emulsion in each of these ways will 
be illustrated in the following chapters.
In contrast to the processing of ordinary photographic plates, the 
length of time required for the penetration of the various solutions 
through thick emulsions (— 100 microns) entails the use of much more 
elaborate techniques. If development occurs while the developing 
solution penetrates the emulsion, the time taken for penetration would 
result in unequal development along the length of a track traversing from 
the surface of the emulsion to the gla.ss. To overcame this difficulty- 
Pilworth, Occhialini, and Payne (1948) devised the method of * temperature 
development ’. To facilitate penetration the plates are presoaked in cold 
distilled water. The emulsion is then placed in developer at a tempera­
ture sufficiently low (a few degrees Centigrade) to inhibit its action
—  2S —
until it lias permeated the entire emulsion. Development is allowed to 
take place at a higher temperature, the emulsion being protected from the 
action of fresh developer at this stage. In the normal procedure, the 
plate is removed fro the developer, and raised to a temperature between 
25° and 30°C. Development is stopped by immersion in an acid stop bath. 
The degree cf development can be varied as required by the concentration 
of the developing solution used, and tiie . uration and temperature cf the 
hot stage.
The fixing process is usually carried out at a temperature of 5° to 
10° 0, the time of fixing depending; on the thickness of the emulsion 
involved. The washing of the emulsion after fixation consists of slow 
dilution of the hypo until all traces of hypo have been removed. Y/hen 
cby, tiie emulsion is ready for examination under the microscope.
Owing; to the high concentration of silver bromide in nuclear emulsions 
when the usused silver is removed after fixation, a considerable reduction 
in their thickness occurs. A determination of the ratio of the thicluiess 
of eraulsion before and. after processing;, the shrinkage factor, allows a 
correction to be made to the length of track measured under the microscope 
to obtain that in the unprocessed emulsion. Y or plates at normal room 
humidity, tee shrinkage factor is approximately 2.4 - 2*6 for Ilford C.2 
and G-.5 emulsions.
Microscope &raaination
Observations can be made on tiie following charac teris tics of the 
track:- ,
(a) the residual range
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(b) the aulttole ooulffih scattering
(c) the ionisation (grain density or delta rays).
For an emulsion of a given composition. the residual range and the 
magnitude of tine coulomb scattering of particles with the same mass, 
velocity and charge are always the same within the limits imposed by 
statistical deviations* These two properties may, therefore, be regarded 
as Constants’ of a nuclear emulsion of a given type and be related to its 
atomic coi^oaition* In appendix 1 is described a determination of the 
range-energy relationeiiipa for protons and alpha particles in diluted G5 
emulsions.
The grain density produced by a charged particle depends on the rate 
of energy loss of the particle in the emulsion in a way that varies not 
only with the type cf emulsion but also with the conditions of processing. 
There is proportionality, however, between the rate of energy loos and the 
grain density, provided that the rate of energy loss is less than. the 
value at which saturation of the grain density occurs (Fowler and Perkins 
1951 )• In tiie region of propoitionality a direct calibration can be
carried out which allows an interpretation of grain density measurements to 
be made*
The range, scattering and ionisation of a particle track are all 
related to the charge, rest mass and velocity of the particle ; 
since tiie omargo of the particle is usually apparent, a det ermination of 
two of these three parameters will define the nature and energy of the 
particle.
CHAPTER 3
The Interaction of Protons of 130 Me ¥«*,>3Kwna'»£zite?t.wsiMaMay*8s«MKtT3E9ro«fltossiwax»s**s* .^»5s f^ciM«'dci‘i ^ ^
with tee Iluclei of the Photographic Itoulsion*
Section 3*1: Introduction.
When high energy particles pass through matter nuclear reactions and 
elastic scattering occur. In principle, the total cross section can. be 
obtained by measuring the attenuation of* the beam of particles by the 
target under investigation with the detector placed in ’good* geometry? 
the inelastic or reaction cress section with tee detector in ’bad* geometry. 
When the incident particle is a neutron, however, the measured reaction 
cross section mil only be a lower limit since the threshold energy of 
available detectors may be insufficiently high to exclude all inelastically 
scattered neutrons. Most of the neutron experiments, therefore, have been 
designed to measure the total cross section (c.f. references given in 
Nedzel 1954)* When tee incident particle is a proton, it is in theory 
possible to determine the reaction cross section accurately by using 
absorbers to select only those protons transmitted or elastically 
scattered by the target. The experiments with protons, however, suffer 
the disadvantages of multiple scattering and energy loss in the target 
resulting from the Coulomb field* Moreover, at small angles the 
Rutherford scattering interferes with the diffraction scattering making 
a determination of the total cross section very difficult. For these 
reasons comparatively few cross section determinations have been carried 
out with high energy protons and of these, most have been designed to
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measure the reaction cross section (c.f. references given in Chen et al. 
1955).
The study of the nuclear interactions produced in photographic 
emulsion by high energy protons has several advantages over the 
attenuation experiments* In the nuclear emulsion a nuclear reaction can 
be easily" recognised* For such events either a nuclear disintegration or 
star is produced or the incident proton loses energy- in an inelastic 
process. For elastic scattering there is no appreciable change in energy 
and therefore the grain density of the proton track is almost the some 
before and after each scattering event* This enables the elastic 
scattering to be separated from tiie nuclear reactions produced in the 
emulsion* The determination of the reaction cross section can, therefore, 
be carried out by actual observation of the inelastic events* Further­
more, the characteristics of the charged particles emitted in the reaction 
can be observed at the same time and im'ormation thereby obtained on the 
nature of the processes leading to the disintegration of nuclei at high 
energies*
The photographic plate, however, has the disadvantage that it has 
more than one constituent element* This disadvantage can be partially 
removed by a classification of the observed disintegrations into two main 
groups: those produced in tiie light nuclei (carbon, nitrogen and oxygen)
and those produced in the heavy nuclei (silver and bromide) of the emulsion.
In this chapter the interaction of 130 Me Y protons with the nuclei 
of the photographic emulsion is investigated* In section 3*2 methods are
described whereby the stars are separated into those produced in the light 
and heavy nuclei of the emulsion and the separate interaction cross sections 
are determined* The values obtained permit an investigation of the 
applicability of the transparent nucleus theory to the prediction of the 
interaction cross sections for protons* In section 3+3$ the character- 
istics of the observed nuclear disintegrations ore examined and compared 
with those expected on the assumption that the incident proton interacts 
directly with individual nucleons inside the struck nucleus.
Section 3,2: Deter dnatlon of Cross Sections,
2(a) Ehcperiment??! Procedure »
Ilford nor ial and x4 diluted plates were exposed to the external 
proton beam of the Harwell cyclotron* The Gfj xh emulsion is an electron 
sensitive emulsion which contains a much smaller ratio of silver halide 
to gelatin than the normal GM? emulsion (c*f # Appendix l)» The energy of 
the protons entering the plate assembly was Vt6 - 3 Me IT. After allowing 
for energy loss by ionisation in the plates, the protons producing the 
stars were shorn by grain counting to have energies between 110 and 146 
Me V.
The search for stars was carried out both by ’along the track* and 
’area* scanning methods (Bernardini et al, 1952), A proton-induced star 
with n secondary charged prongs mil be referred to as an np star,
During the examination of the plates all scatterings of the type Ip were 
rejected in which the ionisation of the secondary particle was not statis­
tically greater than tiie ionisation of ti e primary proton, since elastic
scatterings appear as events of this type. With this criterion, 251 and 
122 stars were found by the 'along the track* method in the normal and 
diluted emulsion, corresponding to a total length of proton path of 8460 
and 7290 cm. respectively. Before the true mean free paths can be 
calculated, however, the observed number of stars must be corrected for two 
factors:
(a) A fast proton can undergo collisions with free hydrogen in the 
emulsion which gives rise to events of the type 2p* The contri­
bution of free proton proton collisions to be subtracted from the 
observed number of 2p events m s  estimated from the known values of 
the cross section for p~p collisions *(C!rristain 1552).
(b) By rejecting all Ip events in which no change of ionisation is 
observed some genuine inelastic collisions were excluded. The lower 
limit of the energy loss that could be detected by grain counting 0x1 
the incident and scattered track m s  about 25 Me V. This figure
c cure spends to around the maximum energy which can be transferred to 
the nucleus in an inelastic collision without giving rise to a slow 
charged secondary (Ticarmo and Wheeler 1949, Fsy 1952), Thus a Ip 
type of event can occur which is rejected owing to the criterion for 
selection of stars. If the fast secondary particle is a neutron, 
then a Op star which has no secondary charged prongs is produced,
The event can be imambiguously recognised since the track of the 
incident proton suddenly ends at the point of interaction, The 
number of genuine Ip stars rejected can therefore be estimated from
•i/he observed number of Op stars# From the Icncwn free p-p and n-p 
scattering cross sections the ratio of the number of stars with a 
single secondary proton of high energy to the number of stars with a 
secondary neutron of high energy was calculated to be 2#5* Therefore 
2*5 times the number of Op stars observed was added to the lp star 
accepted in the original measurements*
After maiding these corrections, the mean free paths for star
 ^+2.5
production in normal and x4 diluted emulsions were found to be 32#6
-2.0
+6 •
and 54 cm*, respectively (fee errors quoted throughout are the standard 
-5
deviations).
2(b) Reparation of Stare.
Hzciul I)is.trlbntion. in. Hormal and, Piiutea iMasions 
The measurement of the mean free paths in normal, end diluted emulsion 
allows a statistical separation of the stars into those produced in light 
and heavy components. fee mean free path, ^  j for fee production of a 
star with n prongs is related to the cross section for production by tie 
equations
% ♦ < ,  " i * - .  ■ k  <i,i)
where = number of silver and bromine atoms per cur in the emulsion
( %  ~ 2#06 x 10"2 and 0.92 x 10"2 atoms per cm-^  for noxiit&l and x 4 diluted
emulsions respectively), = number of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms 
per cm^ (H^ = 2.69 x 1022 and 4*33 x IQ22 atoms per caJ for normal and x 4 
diluted emulsions respectively), &  = mean cross section for the
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production of a star rdth n prongs in silver and 131*01111116 nuclei, andIV
1^. * the corresponding cross section for carbon, nitrogen and oxygen 
nuclei.
This if An is known, the cross section and ^ jjL may be derived by 
applying the above equation to normal and x 4 emulsions. The total cross 
section for star production in light and heavy nuclei may be obtained in 
a similar fashion.
In order to improve the statistics for the prong distribution, date 
on stars found by area scanning m s  added to that obtained by along the 
track scanning. It m s  found that although the mean free path obtained 
from area scanning; m s  longer by a factor of 1.5 than that obtained from 
along the track scanning, the relative prong distributions were identical 
for stars other than of the Op type. This result can be attributed to 
the difficulty of properly overlapping scans, when using high power 
objectives with very small fields of view, and lias been observed by other 
workers (Bernardini et al*, loc. cii.) The data obtained from area 
scanning was nomalised to the overall mean free path obtained by along 
the track scanning for all stars other than of the type Op. The 
frequency distribution of prong sise for stars produced by 130 Me V protons 
in normal and x 4 emulsion is given in figure 3.1. The number of stars 
vdth n prongs is given in terms of the parameter l/\j* Using t: ese 
values for \/\n, and were calculated. The results are shown
in table 3.15 it can be seen that 6*1^  only becomes larger than for 
5 and 6 prong stars and that for all practical purposes the 1, 2 and 3p













NUMBER OF PRONGS r\
Figure 3.1s The frequency distribution of prong siae for stars 
produced by 130 VbI protons in normal and x 4, emulsions.
labls 3.18 Cross Seetloaa deteratoa.q 
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stars are all produced in heavy nuclei*
She overall cross sections obtained for star production -were found to 
be ( 128± 16) x 10*~2v' aa' in heavy nuclei, and (16 ~ 7) x 1CT'~^  cm2 in 
light nuclei*
Aloha-particle method*
A separation of stars into those produced in the light and heavy 
constituents of the emulsion can also be carried out from an examination of 
the a- particles appearing from the stars* Considerable work has been 
performed on the numbers of o<- particles which emerge from stars formed by 
the cosmic radiation* It has been found that the ratio of o', -particles to 
all tracks of energy less that 10 Me ¥ is 0.27 for silver and bromine 
nuclei and 0*5 for gelatin nuclei (Rochester and Rosser 1951)* 
numbers and energies of the o( -particle tracks appearing from stars 
initiated by 130 Me V protons in normal emulsions was examined* 'ihe energy 
of the o<-particles was determined try range measurements*
In this analysis an o<-particle was given the overall definition of 
a particle whose track has a range greater than 3 microns, and whose charge 
was 2e* The differentiation between o<-particles and singly charged 
particles was carried out from the characteristics of protozis and alpha 
particles at the end of their ranges* lb facilitate their identification, 
plates exposed to protons and o<-particles were permanently set up while the 
analysis was being carried out.
The ratio of the number of o<-particle tracks to total number of 
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NUMBER OF PRONGS n
euro J.'dt The ratio of the number of o< -particle tracks to 
total number of prongs as a function of the total number of 
prongs for stars produced by 130 14&V protons*
The ratio steadily increases with the number of prong s associated with a 
star and appears to flatten at the value of about 0*4 for 5 and 6p stars. 
The energy distributions of o< ^ particles also shows a difference for 1, 2 
and 3p stars compared with 5 and 6p stars, This is illustrated in 
finure 3.3*
The data presented in figures 3*2 and 3*3 support the conclusion 
regarding 5 and 6p stars, namely, that they are mainly formed by the 
disintegration of the light gelatin nuclei* The peak in the energy 
distribution in the region of 4 Me IT fear 5 and 6p stars is consistent 
with the low potential barrier confronting the o< -particles in light nuclei, 
while the value of 0*4 for the ratio of o< -particles to total prong number 
for 5 and 6p 3tars is in good agreement with tliat found for stars formed 
by the cosmic radiation in pure gelatin*
In the lt 2 and 3p stars the ratio of o<-particles to total prong 
number is considerably lower than that found in stars formed in silver end 
bromine nuclei by the cosmic radiation. This result will be interpreted 
in the next section in terms of protons directly knocked on in collisions 
produced by the primary particle* The cosmic ray stars involve much 
greater excitation of the nucleus than that produced by 130 Me V protons 
so that most of the particles ejected with energy < 30 Me V are evaporation 
particles. The peak in the region of 12 Ms ¥ for the energy distribution 
of o{ -particles emitted in 1, 2 and 3p stars is consistent with the high 
potential barrier presented to oC-particles by silver and bromine nuclei. 
Thus the data obtained on the 1, 2 and 3p stars again supports the
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ENERGY IN M e V
Figure 3.3: The energy distributions of <x -particles
emitted in stars produced by 130 MeV protons.
conclusion reached previously#
A rough cross section for star production in light nuclei was esti­
mated by assuming t at all the 5 and 6p stars, and all the other stars with 
at least one <X -particle of kinetic energy less than 9 Me V were produced 
in carbon, nitrogen or oBygen (Menon et al# 1950)* This yielded a “value
eyf p
of about 15 x 10 cm for the total cross section for star production in 
light nuclei# This method possesses certain limitations# Occasionally 
a light nucleus will disintegrate and emit no at,-particle; on the other 
hand same c< -particles of low energy." iaay occasionally penetrate the Coulomb 
barrier in the disintegration of a heavy nucleus# Although these two 
effects might be expected to cancel in the above estimate, nevertheless 
the value obtained can only be considered approximate*
2(c) Discussion*
The oi'oss sections for star production in the light and heavy nuclei •
Since the completion of the work reported here, Cassels and Lawson
(1954-) have extended the measurement of the reaction cross sections to 
a nianber of elements by a study of the attenuation of 134 Me V protons*
The mean cross sections for nuclear interaction in the light and heavy
nuclei of the photographic emulsion (within the limits of their large 
experimental erx'or) are in agreement with those obtained from an inter­
polation of the results of Cassels and Lawson over the elements of the 
periodic table*
Although the cornparison of stars in normal and x 4 diluted emulsions 
allows a statistical separation of the stars produced in the light and heay
nuclei to be made* it does not show the characteristics of the individual 
stars* Nevertheless,, it can be concluded that 130 tie V protons produce 
larger stars in light nuclei than in heavy nuclei* Part! ©rmore, the 
individual stars formed in the light nuclei may be recognised in many cases 
by the high. ratio of the number of o< -particles to the total number of 
prongs and by the low energy of the o(-particles emitted.
Interpretation of the cross sections on the feinsparent Nucleus .lodel*
Ihe measured cross section for star production in the light and heavy 
nuclei can be compared with the predictions of the transparent nucleus 
theory (Fernbach et al. 1949) • In this theory the cross section for a 
nuclear reaction at high energy M s  the followin': foxin (c.f • section 1.4)
6'. = "trE2
- 2 fat 3
2 K‘R ...(3.2)1 - ( 1 + 2  KB)e
where H « nuclei radius, K - absorption coefficient. The absorption 
coefficient K can also he related to the nuclear radius R by the egression
K = — x <5" , *.*••••*«• {3*3)
4
where <3~ is the average proton nucleon cross section inside the nucleus 
<S con be writtmin terms of 6 pp and5pnj the free protan-protcn and 
proton-neutron cross sec‘lions respectively:
y  . [zgyp + h -  z)  (3>4)
whe2B0(is a reduction factor to allow for the effect of tne Paula. Exclusion 
Principle.
2he quantities and have been measured (Christian 1952, 
Pickavance and Cassels 1952) and o( may be calculated by assuming a Fermi 
gas model of the nucleus (Goldborger 19A&)* Hence a value of S' can be 
obtained and equation 3*3 may be used to ejspress the absorption coefficient 
K in terns of the nuclear radius K. Since the cross section is unicjue3y 
detemined by these w o  parameters, the measured values of <5r in a parti­
cular experiment can be used to derive values of R and. hence K«
The following values of the radii in the light and heavy nuclei, Rj, 
and %  respectively, have been derived in. this ways
Hj, = (2.6 i0,7) X 10"U ana %  = (6.9 * 0.6) x j»*Hp .
She error in K does not include the uncertainty in &  arising from the 
experimental uncertainties in <Tpp and <spn* interpretation of tliese
radii in terns of the relationship, R = rQ A®*, which assumes a constant 
nuclear density, leads to values for r0 of (1*1 - C*3) s 10~*^ and 
(l*5 * 0*1^) x 10 ^aa. for the light (A * 14) and heavy nuclei (A It 54)
respectively# This difference cannot be considered significant. The
-13
values are consistent with a value of «•*'-' 1»4 s 10 cm deduced from the 
analysis of neutron and proton scattering at high energies (Taylor 1953?
Cien et al, 1955)* However, the large uncertainties in the measured 
values of d~r do not permit an accurate determination of the parameters of 
tlie transparent nucleus model to be mad© in this experiment.
It is also of interest to derive the cross sections for star 
production from the mean free path observed in normal Q5 emulsion. In 
this way any uncertainly associated with the scanning of diluted emulsion
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should be avoided* She method is due to Peny (1952) who has shorn that 
K and hence s'can be obtained from a single measurement of "X. (the total 
mean free path for star production in any emulsion) if the correctness of 
equation 3*2 is assumed* His method is equivalent to inserting the 
expression for G“ in equation 3*2 into equation 3*1, givings
JL4 %  Tt a t  1 - [l - (l + 2 KEp " "’"W ‘"’W
2K2^ ,
“***5 * « • • (3*5)
A
where the subscripts i refer to the atomic constitution of the emulsion* 
Since both Ph and X are known in this equation, K may be obtained if a 
suitable figure for the nuclear radius is ass'umed*
In table 3*2 the value of K obtain- d from equation 3*5 applied for the 
case of normal G-5 emulsion is compared with that expected from the free 
particle cross sections (equations 3*3 and 3*4) • Values of R equal to 
1*37 A' x l O ^ c m  and 1*47 A3 x lCf*“^cm were assumed* In addition to the 
comparis^on at 1 V, the values of 8 expected from equations 3*3 and 
3*4 are also compared with those obtained from the published values of 
X at 220 he V (Persy 1952) and 375 Me V (Bemardini et al* 1952)* A H  
these results are again consistent with the transparent nucleus model 
without permitting the nuclear radius to be chosen uniquely*
In table 3*3 the values of the cross sections determined for star 
production in the light and heavy nuclei are compared with those obtained 
by substitution of K from table 3*2, column 3? into equation 3*2* Ihe 
cross section <Sjj and obtained by the two methods are in satisfactory 
agreement indicating, that equation 3*2 is reasonably accurate for both
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Table 3.38 Comparison of inelastic 
effoss sections in light and he<xvy nuclei.
26 2Cross sections x 10 cm «i
Measured 128 + 16 16 + 7
K ■ -13Transparent R = 1.37A x 10 cm
IA —\L3
nucleus theory R = l,47Ax 10 cm
110+ f
4
i n  + “■
5
----------(
25 +~ 1 
2 3 ± 2
heavy and light constituents of the emulsion*
Section 3*3: The Mature of the disintegrations*
The analysis of the charged products of xho nuclear disintegration 
mis carried out for events produced in normal G-5 emlsions« Sic experi­
mental. results were based on stars obtained by area scanning* The 
analysis determined the nature, energy and angle with respect to the 
incident proton of all charged particles emitted in the star#
The differentiation between protons and U -particles which come to the 
end of their range in the emulsion was carried out as described in the 
previous section# In addition further examination and measurements were 
carried out in underdeveloped plates which facilitated the separation of 
protons ando( -particles* It was impossible to separate particles of 
single charge into protons, deuterons and tritons; in the analysis all 
singly charged particles were classified,,as protons* The probability of 
'pick-up* processes leading to deuteron and triton emission is expected to 
be small# The range and projected angle of emission of the proton tracks 
ending in the ©jsalsion ware measured* The energies of the protons were 
determined from the range in G-5 emulsion*
For protons of high energy, the true angle of emission relative to 
the direction of the incident proton was determined from measure!;ents of 
the horizontal projected angle and the angles of dip of the two particles* 
In general, however, such protons left the emulsion before coming to the 
end of their range* Nevertheless, the energy of the proton could be
—  4 4  —
detenained from the grain density of the track* The energy of the 
incident proton could also be determined from a similar measurement and 
only those fast particles emitted from star’s produced by protons of energy- 
greater than 130 Me V were considered for analysis*
The relation between the grain density of a track and the energy of 
the particle depends on the type of emulsion and the conditions of process­
ing (o*f* chapter 2)* The ionisation of a particle increases as the 
energy decreases # For a normally developed G-5 emulsion the energy of -the 
protons greater than 55 Me T can be determined by grain counting* The 
grain densiiy of a proton of 55 Me V energy is about six times the grain 
density at minimum ionisation* For protons of energy less than 55 Me V 
the error in estimating the grain density becomes considerable, especially 
for tracks at an angle to the horizontal plane* In addition to this, the 
curve of grain density versus specific energy loss shows saturation as the 
energy loss increases, so that the relation between the energy and the 
grain density becomes unreliable when applied to protons of energy less 
tiian approximately 5& Me V*
The normally developed G-3 emulsions had been previously calibrated for 
protons in the energy region 150 to 50 Me V (Bosley and Muirhead 1952)*
A plot of the logarithm of the ratio cf their grain density to that at 
minimum ionisation against the logarithm of the corresponding roton energy 
liad been found to be linear. As no variation of grain density with depth 
in emulsion was found In the plates examined, the energies of the protons 
greater than 5C! Me V could be deterinined from this curve*
« *  4 5 ***
Some of tie G3 emulsions were underdeveloped so that the determination 
of energy by grain counting could be extended to lower energies# For 
these emulsions it was found that there was a variation of tine grain 
density of a track with depth in the emulsion# It was therefor© 
necessary to determine the grain density v energy relationship for proton 
tracks at different depths in the emulsion# Curves of grain density v 
depth for protons of particular energies up to 65 ! M  wore obtained from 
measurements on trades of residual range up to 1*5 cm* The grain densities 
of the tracks of primary protons earning from the surface were also deter­
mined at different depths in the emulsion# Fran these results were 
derived the calibration curves of grain density v energy at different 
depths in the emulsion# The energies of protons as low as 3© MfcV could 
be obtained as a result ol5 trie examination of the under developed emulsion* 
3(b) Calculation of the Nuclear Interaction of' 140 SfeV protons.
The Goldberger Model of the Nuclear Interaction.
It has been suggested that the emission of particles in annclear 
reaction at high energies can be considered to to.:.e place in two stages 
(Berber 1947* Goldberger 1949)* There is a certain probability that a 
nucleon will escape directly following the first and subsequent collisions 
of the incident nucleon inside the nucleus# The end of the first stage 
or 'cascade stage* of tbs reaction comes whan ell individual nucleons have 
lost sufficient energy In their collisions to be absorbed in the nucleus 
leaving it in an excited state. The emission of particles from the 
excited nucleus constitutes the second stage of the reaction* Such a
description ■will be ref erred to as the Goldberger model •
It is of interest to obtain evidence for the relative importance of 
these processes fro.ro the observed character! sties of the nuclear dis­
integrations in the emulsion* As a result of the preceding analysis the 
charged particles emitted in the nuclear disintegrations could be grouped 
into regions of energy and angle* In the first instance, however* the 
character of the individual events was examined*
In general it was found that a nuclear disintegration was characterised 
by the emission of a charged particle of high energy and several, charged 
particles of much lower energy* In addition, it was observed that parti­
cular events could perhaps be considered as examples of a single collision 
cf the incident proton with a nucleon inside the nucleus« The energies of 
the incident .and outgoing proton, 3jL_n ©nd respectively, and the angle,
0 , between the two protons aj:proximat ely satisfied the relation.
I-out a cos^G which would hold for a non-relativlstic collision between 
the incident proton and a free nucleon at rest* The momentum distribution 
of the struck nucleon inside the nucleus and the possibility of subsequent 
scattering of the outgoing proton inside the nucleus, however, remove the 
restriction imposed by energy and momentum consei'vation in collisions 
"between free nucleons* These two effects limited an assessnjent of the 
importance of w o  body collisions from the analysis of single events*
In order to obtain statistical evidence of the occurrence of such 
collisions between individual particles inside the nucleus It was necessary 
to have some detailed predictions based on this description to c npare with
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the experimental results* A couplet© analytical description of the 
development of a nucleon cascade had not so far proved feasible* Calcul­
ation of the result of the first and second collision has been carried out 
analytically but the method becomes tedious for higher order collisions 
(Mandl find Skyrrae 1952)* $his means, in particular that the method is 
unable to predict the energy left in the excited nucleus at the end of the 
cascade process* Goldberger, however, suggested that numerical results 
could be obtained, by considering the passage of sufficient number of 
nucleons through the nucleus and allowing the position and nature of the 
collisions to be determined by the lav; of chance - the Monte Carto method 
(blam and Neumann 1947)*
The approach to the problem is essentially classical, since the 
particles are considered to possess a definite trajectory inside the 
nucleus* One follows in detail, collision by collision, their passage 
through the nucleus* Whenever it is necessary to make a choice of a 
nuriber of equally probable events the choice is ade by a random process* 
For a sufficiently large number of calculations it would be possible to 
obtain an exact solution to the problem* However, it can be shown that 
the distribution curves obtained as a result of Sf calculations should 
possess the same inherent statistical fluctuations as one obtains for 
results based on N e^qjerimentally observed events*
While this work was in progress, the Goldberg.er model was shown to be 
satisfactory for describing the stars produced by 400 Me V protons in 
photographic emulsions (Bernardini et al# 1952)« However, it was of
«• Ifb **
increased interest to eoi.pare the predictions of the model with the 
experimental results of the analysis of the disintegrations produced by 
protons of letter energy since the validity of the assumptions made in the 
calcination may then be in doubt.
ggte CaciOatica.
Hie calculations were carried out for a heavy nucleus (2 = 41*
A = 94)# and a light nucleus (Z » 7# A = 14) • The nuclear radius was 
taken as 1*42 x ICf*^ a? cm., a value intermediate between those assumed 
in section 3*2* One hundred prirriary protons were followed in each case* 
A Fermi gas model was used for the nucleons inside the nucleus; 
their maximum energy was taken as 22 Me Y* Hie binding energy of the 
nucleons was taken as 8 Me V? making the depth of the potential well equal 
to 30 Me V* It m s  assumed that a 140 Me ¥ incident proton gained a 
kinetic energy of 30 Me ¥ on entering the nucleus*
In making the calculation a two dimensional geometry was used in 
which the spherical nucleus was replaced by a circle of nuclear radius*
Ten ’locations* of the incident protons on the nucleus were chosen by 
dividing half the circle by a series of chords parallel to the incident 
direction and an equal distance apart* For convenience, only half a 
circle was used since the final distributions must be syrimetrical about 
the incident direction* The three dimensional nature of the first 
collision was 'preserved by choosing ‘the number of particles incident on 
each location to be proportional to -the area of the ring presented normal 
to the beam by the actual nucleus*
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The position of the first collision vns determined from the following: 
distribution law
-mere p is the probability of penetrating a distance x from the surface 
without suffering a collision and X is Hie mean free path for free nucleon 
nucleon collision (that is, neglecting, the Pauli Principle)* Collisions 
with protons and neutrons were considered separately* The path lengths 
w m  found from the relation %  = AlogjjU, m m  Pn is a number between 
0 and 1 selected at random and designates which of the N equally likely 
intervals is the site of a collision* It was obtained from the relation 
pn " F* by selecting random numbers (0 - N) for n.
The value of the momentum of the struck nucleon was selected at
random« Allowance was made for the spherical symmetry of the momentum 
distribution of the nucleons inside the nucleus in choosing the direction 
of the struck nucleon in the representative two dimensional geometry. The 
kinetic relations in the centre of mass system were next calculated from 
the momenta of the colliding nucleons. The directions and energies of the 
scattered nucleons were then obtained from a random choice of the scatter­
ing angles of the two nucleons in the centre of mass system. The varia­
tion of the angular distribution of the nucleon nucleon scattering was
taken into account in the division of the scattering angles into intervals 
of equal probability.
The above procedure which determined the result of the first collision 
was repeated for all the individual nucleons set in motion during the
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cascade* It was assumed that at all energies only single nucleon nucleon 
collisions took place and therefore at all energies the free particle cross 
sections were used. In determining the position of the subsequent 
collisions9. allowance was made for the variation of the free nucleon 
nucleon scattering cross sections with energy# In determining; the result 
of each encounter* the variation of the angular distribution of the nucleon 
nucleon scattering in the centre of mass with energy was taken into account. 
If either particle had an energy less that 22 Me V after a collision* the 
collision was assumed forbidden by the Pauli Exclusion Principle and the 
particle passed on undisturbed to the next location.
The development of the cascade was plotted on a diagram representing 
the nucleus in two dimensions. She cascade was followed until the
nucleons reached the nuclear surface or were absorbed. Reflection at the
surface was neglected. A value of 6 Me Y, which is smaller than the 
accepted value of 8-9 Me V, was used for the Coulomb potential barrier for
protons in the heavy nucleus. This value was chosen to allow for some
Gamow penetration of the barrier. If after a collision the energy of the 
proton inside the heavy nucleus was less than 38 Me Y, or 30 Me Y in the 
case of a neutron* it was assumed that the particle was absorbed, leaving 
the nucleus in an excited state. The excitation energy U of the nucleus 
following the cascade is given by
N
U = 140 - 12 %  - 8 (n-l)
i=l
Me Y,
where E^ is the energy of the knock-on nucleon outside the nucleus
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(obtained by subtracting 30 Me 7 from the energy of' the particle as it 
left the nucleus) mid N is the total number of knock-on nucleons emerging 
from the nucleus., The calculation© were net extended to nucleons with 
energies below 60 Me V inside the light nucleus (section 3.3c)
Is a result of the calculations 'the cross sections for nuclear dis­
integrations produced by Me V -protons in the light and heavy nuclei 
were determined* The number, energy and angle of the products of the 
disintegration and the excitation energy of the residual nucleus were also 
tabulated.
3(c) Comparison of the Nimierical Prediction of the Model with the
E^erimientai Results ♦.
The Cross Sections
In table 3*4 the cross sections for nuclear interactions of 140 Me 7 
protons in the light and heavy nuclei derived from the Monte Carlo method 
are compared, v.dth those obtained experimentally as described in section 
3*2. Op to Hie first collision the Monte Carlo method is equivalent to 
Hie optical model. Hie close similarity between the values given in rows 
3 and 5 of table 3*4 is then to be expected since it was seen in section 
3.2 that there was a close correspondence between the experimentally 
derived absorption coefficient in nuclear matter mid that expected from the 
free nucleon nucleon scattering cross sections.
In addition, from the result of die Monte Carlo calculations the 
fraction of the collisions allowed for 140 Me V protons can be derived.
The value obtained was (0.75 0.11) which m s  consistent with, the value
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3.2
of 0*8 used in section 3*2*, It is of interest to note the effect of the 
Pauli Exclusion Principle at lower energies® In figure 3*4 the mean free 
path resulting from the Monte Carlo calculations for nucleons in nuclear 
matter is shown as a function of energy. For comparison the uncorrected 
mean free path of nucleons in matter and the same path length corrected 
using the relation given by Goldberger ( loc® cit* equation (14)) are shown 
(unbroken and broken lines respectively)®
pie Di siiategjr a t iori Products®
Hie model of successive single nucleon nucleon collisions inside the 
' nucleus is most likely to hold for high energy particles whose mean free 
path for such collisions is considerably longer than the average inter 
nucleon distance. This was considered to "be the case for nucleons of 
energy greater than 60 Me V inside the nucleus (Peaslee, 1932)® Further­
more the number of evaporation particles emitted from the eacited nucleus
with energies above 30 Me V is negligible. For tliese reasons the
calculated and experimentally observed products of the disintegrations were 
divided into three groups
(i) protons of energy greater than 30 Me V.
(ii) protons of energy less than 30 Me 7#
(iii) alpha-partides of energy less than 30 Me V®
(i) Protons of energy greater than 30 -:e 7.
The results obtained by the Goldberger method for heavy and light 
nuclei were combined in the proportion of the geometrical area presented
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by each to protons in Ilford &5 emulsions , that is approximately 3 to 1.
It has been also pointed out in section 3*2 that Op stars are difficult to 
detect in * area5 scanning and that Ip events in which the primary proton 
lost less than 25 Me Y cannot be distinguished from elastic scattering of 
the primary proton.® The effective number of stars in the calculated data 
mis therefore made to correspond to the experimental conditions by reject­
ing from the calculated results all the Op stars, and the Ip stars in the 
above category*
The experimental energy and angular distributions of the protons 
emitted with energies greater than 30 Me V are compared with those calcul­
ated on the Monte Carlo procedure in tables 3*5 and 3*6. ’The agreement is 
satisfactory*
(ii) Protons of energy less than 30 Me V
On the compound nucleus picture of nuclear reactions (Peaslee 1952) 
one would exp ec.t very few knock-on protons of energy <30 Me V to emerge 
from the nucleus* Hie model of single nucleon-nucleon collisions is also 
more likely to break down at low energies where simultaneous collisions of 
more than two nucleons may take place* In making the Monte Carlo calcul­
ations , however, the nucleons were followed through the nucleus assuming 
single nucleon-nucleon collisions, until the particles either left the 
nucleus or were absorbed* A large proportion of the protons whose energy 
after a collision was less than 30 Me V then escaped from the nucleus as 
the chance of their subsequent collision was redacted by the action of the 
Pauli Exclusion Principle, It is therefore important to compare the Monte
Tam© 3.5f Energy distribution of 
nrotoas of energy greater than 30 Me¥,
Energy in MsV. 30-49 50-69 70-39 90-109 > 110
Mo* of protons 
per star ~ 
Experimental
♦23+.04 .13+,02 ,07+.02 .11+03 .05+.02
Mo. of protons 
per star - 
Calculated
.22*.04 .16+.04 .21+.04 .12+.03 !,08+.03
\
Table 3.6s Angular distribution of
protons _stener g£
Angle in degrees 0-19 20-39 40“ 59 60-79 30-99 100-119 >120
Experimental 22 46 27 11 3 3 3
Calculated 22 41 26 20 4 ra 2 2
Carlo calculations with the experimental results for protons of energy 
below 30 Me V.
The results of Hie calculations on the heavy nucleus were compared 
with the experimental data on stars produced in the heavy component of the 
emulsion, since a fairly reliable evaporation theory is available for silvee 
and bromine (Le Couteur 1950, 1952); such a theory would not be reliable 
for light nuclei because of the small number of nucleons. In section 3.2, 
it was shown that of the 1, 2 and 3p stars and T0% of the Ip stars were 
produced in silver and bromine, The results of the calculation for the 
heavy nucleus were therefore compared with the sum of the experimental 
results for 1, 2, 3 and 4p stars, Stars in this category, however, which 
had one or more <*-particle of energy less than 9 Me V were not included 
since these stars also were probably produced in the light nuclei. In the 
following discussion all protons of energy less than 30 Me V will be called 
black.
Size Frequency Distribution,
A calculated size frequency distribution for stars in silver aid 
bromine was obtained from the results of the Monte Carlo calculation.
For each interaction, the excitation of the residual nucleus, and the number 
of knock-on protons is known. The calculated, excitation energies varied 
from 2 to 148 Me V, the mean value being 44 Me V, From a knowledge of the 
excitation energy the number of charged evaporation particles emitted can 
be calculated for each star separately (Le Couteur, 1950 and 1952). The 
total number of charged prongs per interaction can thus be calculated,
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Wabl© 3.7s Size frequency distribution 














Op 11 14 4+3
lp 23 29.5 32+12
2p 31 39 53+7
3p 13 17 30+5
4p 3 4.5 9+3
5p - — 1+2
6p - - -U+D
Totals 81 104. 128
She resulting sise frequency distribution is compared with the experi­
mental results for silver and bromine in table 3*7* There is satisfactory' 
agreement*
Energy Distribution
She experimental energy distribution of the black protons is shown In 
figure 3*5 (histogram) * It is based on measurements on 3B8 stars; 1306 
total number of black protons emitted in these stars after applying a 
geometrical correction for those leaving the emulsion was 420* For com­
parison the calculated data for the heavy nucleus was normalised to 388 
stars where allowance was made for the Op and Ip stars which would not be 
found by area scanning as previously discussed.
On the basis of the Monte Carlo calculations, 180 protons should be 
emitted from 388 stars in evaporation processes. In obtaining this 
result, allowance was again made for the variation of excitation energy in 
each star, Iheir number is not sufficient to account for the total number 
of tracks observed experimentally. However, the Goldberger model also 
predicts that an additional 190 protons of energy below 30 Me V would be 
emitted from the heavy nuclei in direct collision processes: thus the
calculated number of protons emitted is in satisfactory agreement with 
experimental number*
In figure 3*5# the shaded area represents the calculated number of 
knock-on protons emitted in the energy range 6 to 30 Me V* Belov; 20 Me V, 
however, the effects of the knock-on protons is completely masked by the 
evaporation protons* The energy distribution of the evaporation protons :
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Figure 3.5s Energy distribution of protons below 30 MeVj
n experimental resultsj
  calculated spectrum of knoek-on protons;
  calculated evaporation spectrum on basis of Monte
Carlo calculations5 
  calculated knock-on plus evaporation spectrum.
m s  calculated for the average nuclear excitation energy of 44 Me V 
(Weisskopf 1937)* The resulting curve for 180 evaporation protons is shown 
in figure 3*5; it is also shown added to the calculated knock-on spectrum 
(broken line .and heavy line, respectively). The agreement of the combined 
spectrum with trie experimental spectrum is satisfactory*
The results obtained by assuming the cascade continues at all energies 
are, therefore, adequate to account for both the numbers and energy distri­
bution of .protons below 30 Me V emitted from stars produced by 140 Me V 
protons* It should be pointed out, however, that processes different from 
those assumed in the calculation could account for the experimental data 
below 20 Me V* If at energies below 50 Me V inside the nucleus, it was 
assumed that nucleons lose energy rapidly by some process other than tiiai 
proposed previously and were absorbed, then the excitation energy of the 
nucleus would be raised from 44 to 66 Me V. The total number of protons 
expected to be evaporated with energies between 0 and 20 Me V would be 
310 compared with 340 protons observed experimentally# The energy
I
spectrum of the evaporation protons was recalculated on this basis and is 
shown in figure 3*6* However, even if it were assumed that all nucleons 
of energy less than 60 Me V inside the nucleus were abscffbed, the form of 
the evaporation spectra would not be substantially different from that 
shown in figure 3*6 and would not be able to account for the number of 
protons in the energy range 20 - 30 Me V observed experimentally* It, 
therefore, seems probable that some knock-on protons of energy between 20 
and 3C Me V escape from the nucleus*
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Figure 3.6: Energy distribution of protons below 30 MeV.
( | experimental results,
-----  calculated evaporation spectrim assuming that nucleons
cf energy less than 30 MeY inside the nucleus contri­
bute to the nuclear excitation energy.
c
■Angular Distribution
The distribution of protons emitted during the evaporation process 
should be approximately isotropic in the laboratory system since the 
velocity of the recoiling nucleus is smal.1* It has been shown that an 
evaporation process could not easily account for the number of protons 
observed with energies in the region, from 20 to 30 Me V# In this energy 
region, 20 protons were observed travelling in the forward direction and 
3 In the backward direction giving additional evidence for this view#
The experimental angular distribution of all protons of energies less 
than 30 Me V emitted from stars in silver and bromine was also determined# 
For such stars the ratio of the number of black protons in the forward 
direction to the number in the backward direction was 1*9 *, 0*2* The 
calculated forward to backward ratio obtained by combining the calculated 
angular distribution for black knock-on protons (peak in the forward 
direction) with the angular distribution for the evaporation protons 
(assumed isotropic) was 1*9 + 0.5* '.these figures tire in good agreement
which again confirmed that some knock-on protons of energy less than 30 
Me ¥ escape from the nucleus*
These observations can be extended to protons of energies less than 
20 Me V* The Monte Carlo calculations gave a forward to backward ratio 
of 1.7 + <3*5 for such protons * The experimental forward to backward
ratios for protons ending in the emulsion were 1#5 j; 0*2 and 1.4 0*2 for
protons in the energy ranges 0 - 2 0  Me V and 0 — 10 Me V respectively * It 
is therefore not possible to conclude with certainty that knock~on protons c
*  $8 *•
of energies < 20 Me V were emitted in the stars produced in silver and 
bromine*
.According to &§ Couteur (l950), the ratio of the number of ©(-parti­
cles tc Hie total number of charged evaporation particles emitted from 
silver and bromine should be 0*25* ®ie ratios of the number of o< -pan*tidies 
to the total number of particles emitted in these stars could then be 
obtained as a function of star size from the results of the Monte Carlo
calculation. ibis ratio mil be referred to as the ~L»m ratio. The
total
calculated ratios are compared in table 3*6 with the experimental results 
given in section 3*2.
The agreement for Ip and 2p stars is very good so that the low 
ratio found experimentally again shews that an appreciable number of knock- 
on protons are emitted in the stars with energy less than $0 Me Y# If it 
were again assumed that all nucleons of energy less than 50 Me Y inside th© 
nucleus were absorbed, the increase in excitation energy would approxi­
mately double the calculated number of charged evaporation prongs, thereby 
doubling; the ratio * The calculated ratio for 3p stars is lower than the
experimental value# Ibis is thought to be due to the fact that some of
Hie 3p stars found experimentally were produced in light nuclei for which 
Hie measured ratio is about 0*5#
3(a) Discussion
The Existence of the Kucleonlc Cascade.
For protons emitted with energy greater than 30 Me Y it can be
Table .3.8: crf/total ratios for
Type of Star
c* /Total
Calculated for Ag and Br Experimental
IP 0.-04 + 0.02 0.05 + 0.02
2p o.oa + 0.02 0.07 + 0.01
3p 0.10 i 0.03 C.16 + 0,02
.. -JE-
concluded that the model used in the Monte Carlo calculation of successive 
nucleon nucleon collisions inside the nucleus is adequate to account for 
the experimental results in both the light and heavy nuclei* Puri: ermare, 
the very nature of the experimental results strongly implies the necessity 
of this mechanism for their explanation* Hie angular distribution of 
'the high energy protons is strongly peaked in the forward direction and 
about one proton in every four stars has an energy greater than half the 
energy of the incident proton# It would be expected that any multiple 
nucleon type of collisions v*ouId smear out the assymeiry of the nucleonic 
cascade and result in entirely different characteristics of the high energy 
protons *
For nucleons of energy less than 60 MeV inside the nucleus the 
simplifications and poor statistics inherent in the Monte Carlo calcul­
ations do not allow the exclusion of the possibility of the sharing of 
the energy of a nucleon between three or more particles# Nevertheless, 
from the number of protons occurring with energies greater than 20 MeV 
and less than 30 MeV and the experimental forward to backward ratio for 
protons in this energy range, it can be concluded that some nucleons with 
these energies escape during the nucleonic cascade in the heavy nuclei# 
Below 20 MeV, there is no definite evidence for the existence of such 
knock-on protons but the forward to backward ratio for protons of energy- 
less than 20 MeV and the ex/total ratios found experimentally for lp and 2p 
stars suggest that some nucleons of energies less than 20 MeV may also 
escape from the heavy nucleus during the nucleonic cascade# Indeed the
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assumption that some nucleon-nucleon ccllioions occur at lovr energies 
appears necessary to account for the properties of the stars produced in 
silver and bromine w’uleh have been observed in this ex riment*
is the energy of the incoming particle increases, the extent of the 
cascade throughout the nucleus also increases# Hie calculation of the 
interaction of protons of 400 MeV in the heavy nuclei showed that the 
mission of knock-on protons of low energy would be approximately iso­
tropic as a result of the large number of collisions occurring in the 
cascade • (Bernerdini et &1 195>2)« The characteristics of the low energy 
protons emitted in the cascade would then be similar to the evaporation 
protons# for this reason, the agreement which was obtained at 400 MeV 
between the predictions of the model and the experimental results provided 
inconclusive evidence for the existence of the nucleonic cascade for 
nucleons of energy less tlian 60 MeV inside the nucleus*
The procedure which has been adopted in the present calculation could 
be applied to predict the results of the nuclear interaction of protons 
and neutrons at still higher energy if the possibility of meson production 
is included# Hie effect of meson production has been considered by ock 
et al* (1555) in an analysis of the nuclear interaction of protons of 
950 MeV energy*
Hie Mean Free Path of Ibacleons inside Nuclear Matter*
As a result of the Monte Carlo calculation the mean free p<_th for 
nucleons in nuclear matter has been determined as a function, of energy#
Eiis was shown in figure 3*4* As the energy decreases -the Pauli
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Exclusion Principle becomes increasingly more important in reducing the
number of allowed collisions so that the mean, free path goes through a
minimum value and increases again at low energies. At very low energies
-12the mean free path has a value of about 10 cm which is of the order of 
the nuclear diameter of a medium weight nucleus. In contrast, the mean 
free path uncorrected for the Pauli Principle has a value of IQ”*"*"-1 cm 
which reflects the increase in the free nucleon-nucleon cross sections at 
low energies.
Other evidence for a finite mean free path at low energies was
presented at the time this work m s  completed by Peshbach, Forter and
Weisskopf (l953* 1954)» In an analysis of the total cross sections of
nuclei for the scattering of neutrons with energies between 0.1 and 3 MeV
these authors concluded that the incident neutrons penetrate a distance of 
“12about 2 x 10 cm into nuclear matter. However, the empirical nature of 
their analysis gave no explanation of such a surprisingly long mean free 
patii* Furthermore, it was assumed that the absorption of the incident 
neutron led to the formation of a compound nucleus.
She work presented in this chapter was therefore of considerable 
importance. It suggested that the restrictions of the Pauli Principle 
might lead to the required increase of the mean free path at low energies. 
Moreover, by suggesting that the absorption process was by single nucleon- 
nucleon collisions, it implied that the direct emission of particles was 
possible even at low energies* Thus, the course of a nuclear reaction 
at low and intermediate energies might be capable of a description 
analogous to that invoked at high energies. The work described in the
remainder of the thesis was carried out to further study the importance
of such high energy effects in reactions at lower energies.
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In chapter 3# evidence is presented which strongly suggests that 
direct irterse tier. is pcsnible inside tie nucleus bctne. n two nucleons of 
interraedi.i-.tc •. ..'.orgy* Mov/ever* it m s  ‘believed at that time that the 
course of a nuclear rer tier, induced t these ener .ies could be described 
by the conpound nuclei, s model. In this model it is assumed that the 
ererup of the r ifr ' ..rtfclc is rrriOlg shared cut moag the con- 
stit lentr of the nucleus; thus, 'he oubsec’.ient emission of particles is 
determined by bre excitation. energy of the compound nucleus# Xhat the 
odd*, tier, rl -^ recess of direct interaction dyhi he possible necessarily 
implies an extension of this odd* Since it "was important to verify 
this conclusion a further investigation m s  imderir&eru
In the preceding experiment, the observation of the direct emissicn 
of protons of low energy was confused by the considerable number of 
evaporation protons emitted in the decay of the highly excited nuclei 
remaining after the nucleon cascade* It m,r. decided that a study of the 
interaction of nucleons cf lower energy could provide more definite 
information concerning the probability of direct collisions inside the 
nucleus* the presence of direct interaction should again, be revealed by 
the form cf the energy spectrum and angular distributions of the emitted 
particles»
At the time of these considerations, a survey of the cross sections fozc 
reactions of the type (n,p  ^) for neutrons with an energy of 14.5 Me V was 
published (Paul and Clarke3 1953). Sie survey showed that the experiment- 
al cross sections were, in many cases, larger than would be expected on the 
basis of the statistical theory of Weisskppf and wing (1940). It was 
suggested (McManus and Sharp 1952) that these results were evidence for 
sane uireet interaction of the incident neutron with the nucleons of the
~w
interaction of neutrons of this energy in elements of different atonic 
number.
When this work was started, no previous study of1 -the protons emitted 
in nuclear reactions at intermediate energies had been reported*
I
f. ' ' t i
Observations on the inelastic scattering: of protons with energies of 18 
Me V (Gugelot 1954) and of 31 Me V (Igo and hisberg 1954) have been pub­
lished subsequently.
In this chapter an investigation of the protons emitted from the 
Interaction of 13.2 Me V neutrons with natural iron using photographic 
emulsion is described. Ihe experimental procedure developed here has been 
subsequently applied, by others to the investigation of the protons emitted 
from aluminium and rhodium. The results of the latter wofk will therefore 
be introduced in section 4.5 to allow a complete discussion of the evidence 
for direct interaction obtained in the study of (n,p) reactions.
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Section 4*2 A: .-erimental Procedure i 
2(a) iTn.e ffeutrun Source
’She neutrons were produced the reaction T (d,n) He^ by the bombard­
ment of tritium absorbed in a target of zirconium with deuterons accelerated 
in the Glasgow H»2?» set#
She total flux of neutrons produced per sec, N5by a beam of deuterons 
of energy Ey incident on a ziixjonium target is given by
K “  n*  ^  ^ ( S )  / H
J Ep
where n is the number of tritium atoms per cc of target,
is the number of deuterons incident per sec on the target,
&  (.. ) is the cross section of the reaction at an energy, E,
~(K) ms the rate of loss of energy of a deuteron in the target, 
bp is the energy of the deuteron after passing through the 2&rconiura* 
This formula takes into account the variation in cross section of the 
T (d,n) reaction due to the reduction in energy of the deuteron in passing 
through the target „ The variation of the cress section as a function of
energy is shown in figure 4«1 (Conner et al* 1952)*
Since the cross sections for the neutron induced reactions to be 
studied are r.mnll it, was necessary that the neutron flux was as large as
p
possible, A zirconium target, lrng/cm' thick, containing 0*054 cc of 
tritium per cir^  was obtained from A,E#H*B]*, Harwell, This was the thickest 
target available containing a uniform distribution of tritium. Its thick­
ness is equivalent to the full range of a deuteron of 250 keif energy. When 
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Figure JL.. 1*. The variation in cross ssction of the 
rsaction T(d,n) He^a
maximum neutron intensity for a given current of deuterons should be 
obtained, for deuterons of1 energy within the range 250 - 350 keV. Unfort­
unately, at these energies the current of deuterons available on the Glasgow 
H.T. set was very small. Above 500 ke¥3 the current of deuterons is much 
increased but the effective cross section in the target is reduced and 
furthermore the greater dissipation of energv in the target may result in 
evaporation of some of the tritium.
She maximum flux of neutrons was obtained when the machine was run at 
350 ke¥• At this energy the maximum current available was 10/a amp of
p
deuterons which resulted in a flux of neutrons of L x 10 per sec.
2(b) Experimental Arrangements
Critical consideration was given to the experimental arrangements 
which would allow a simultaneous investigation of the energy and angle 
distributions of the protons emitted in an (n3p) reaction* In an experi­
ment in which the nuclear reaction is induced by neutrons, the photographic 
plate suffers the disadvantage as a detector of particles that collision of 
neutrons from the source with free hy drogen present in the emulsion gives ri£ 
rise to a background of recoil proton tracks. Tims it may be necessary to 
choose a particular experimental arrangement in which the photographic plate 
is shielded from neutrons. Alternatively, since measurements are made by 
actual observation of the particles in the emulsion, it may be possible to 
distinguish tracks as background events in an unshielded emulsion* In any 
exposure, however, the background arising from proton recoils in the
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emulsion must be kept below a certain level to preserve the optical clarity c 
of the photographic plate.
In principle the experiment could be carried out in the schematic arr­
angement shown in figure 4*2 ( *>rye 1953). Protons are produced in a foil 
of the element by neutrons from the source. A, and are detected in photo­
graphic plates placed around the foil. From measurements made on the 
protons starting at the surface of tine emulsion the energy spectrum of 
protons emitted in the (n,p) reaction could be obtained at an angle defined 
by the direction of the photographic plate. The plates are shielded frcm 
the direct beam so that almost all the protons recorded in the emulsion are 
those produced in the foil. Such an arrangement therefore possesses a high 
intrinsic efficiency for the detection of real events.
It possesses a low overall efficiency when the number of protons record*
ed for a given flux of neutrons from the source is considered. With the
maximum flux of neutrons available on the H.T. set (c.f. section 4*2(a))
and for an (n,p) cross section of 100 mb, it was calculated that the
4 prequired time of exposure to obtain a density of lCr protons per cm of
d2y2
emulsion was approximately hours, where d is the distance in cm betwser:
the foil and the neutron source, r is the distance in cm between the foil 
and emulsion and t is the foil thickness in microns. Ihese parameters 
cannot, however, be varied freely. His thickness of the foil is limited sia 
since the loss in energy of protons produced in a foil must be minimised. 
Furthermore, there is a minimum distance between the source and foil if 
adequate shielding of the source is required and between the foil and
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-TO VACUUM SYSTEM 
 Pt FOIL WINDOW
TARGET PARAFFIN
NEUTRON BEAM
jLAMUTQ 2; The experiraental arrangement used by Frys
emulsion if the angular resolution of the detecting arrangement is to be 
preserved*
It was calculated th t to carry out the experiment in this arrangement 
vdth -the available flux of neutrons was only possible if exposures were 
made for 100 hours*
An alternative arrangement was considered in which the protons emitted 
following the (n,p) reaction in a foil were detected in a photographic 
emulsion placed in contact vdth the foil* Prom direct measurement of the 
proton entering the surface of the emulsion, the energy and angle with 
respect to the direction of the incident neutrons of the protons can be 
found. She proton angle is now no longer uniquely defined by the direction 
of the emulsion to the direction of the neutron beam but can be separately- 
determined for each proton recorded. This arrangement possesses the 
obvious advantage that a large fraction of the protons produced in the foil 
are recorded in the emulsion.
It was decided that the assembly of the foil and emulsion should be 
irradiated close to the neutron source. An exposure carried out in this 
position has the following advantages;
(a) The (n,p) reaction in the foil is mainly due to the neutrons 
of full energy since the intensity at the foil of neutrons directly 
from the source' is much greater than that arising from secondary 
scattered neutrons.
(b) The background of recoil protons although largest in this 
position is mainly due to the primary flux of neutrons and can be
distinguished by the dynamical conditions satisfied by the free n-p 
collision.
(c) The time of irradiation for a given flux of neutrons is a minimum 
in tills position.
An upper limit to the time of exposure in this arrangement is reached 
when the number of recoil protons produced inside the emulsion is so large 
that the measurement of individual tracks is impossible. This limit corres­
ponds to a flux of 10  ^neutrons incident per cm2 of emulsion. This limit 
to the time of exposure therefore restricts the minimum thickness of a foil. 
The thickness must be sufficient that enough protons are produced in the 
foil to ensure that the subsequent examination of the emulsion is not too 
laborious. It was calculated that a foil thickness of about 12 mg/cra2 
of iron would satisfy this condition.
2(c) The Exposure of the Plates.
In view of the above considerations, the scattering chamber shown in 
figure 4.3 was constructed. This apparatus could be connected to the 
end of the accelerating column of the H.T. set. The essential features are 
the following. Only a small portion of the tritium target, l/l6 inch in 
diameter, m s  exposed to the beam of deuterons; thus the neutrons could be 
considered to arise from a point source. Collimation of the deuteron 
beam above the plate holder ensured that the deuterons were incident upon 
the uncovered portion of the tritium target. The scattering chamber was 
insulated from the H.T. set so that the integrated current of deuterons 





C ■ NUCLEAR EMULSION.
The scattering chamber employed in the present 
study of the (n,p) reaction.
1sisted of a hexagonal base and matching hexagonal top plate. A photo­
graphic plate could be clipped to each of the six sides of the baseplate 
and held rigidly in position by six supporting struts through the top plate. 
The design of the plate holder therefore ensured that the minimum amount of 
material m s  near the nuclear emulsion.
The exposures were carried out under vacuum conditions vdth six nuclear 
emulsions (Ilford C2, V 1 x 1" x 400yu) mounted hexagonally around the target, 
Foils j  4" x 1" of the element to be investigated were placed in contact with 
the alternate emulsions. These foils and the surfaces of the other three 
emulsions were covered by gold strips of size, 4" x 1" x 400/ju The gold, 
which has a very small (n,p) cross section, was used to shield the surface 
of tee emulsion from external sources of protons. The three surfaces 
covered with gold strip alone were included so that allowance could be made 
for the small number of protons arising from the gold. The arrangement is 
shown schematically in figure 4*4*
Irradiation of the iron foils was carried out in this arrangement. The 
foils were kept in a dry box before being placed in contact with the emulsior 
surface* Nevertheless it was found necessary to keep the time of contact 
before exposure on the H.T* set as short as possible since the surface cf 
the emulsion was rapidly attacked under normal conditions of humidity.
The time of the exposure was controlled by the current integrator. 
Collimati.on of the deuteron beam resulted in a maximum current of deuterons ' 
incident bn the target of lyuanxp. An integrated current of 2yuainp hours 
was found to give a satisfactory intensity of protons incident on the


























Figure L.L\ The photographic plate assembly.
emulsion compatible with the requirement of good track discrliiinatioin. 
Icniediat ely after an exposure* before the emulsion had time to reabsorb 
water* the combined thickness of each photo graphic plate (emfLsion and 
glass backing) was measured*
2(d) Development of the Plates
The plates were developed by the usual two stage ’temperature develop­
ment* of Dilworth et al. (1948 )• However* precautions were necessary to 
ensure that a minimum amount of silver was dex>osited on tbs surface of the 
amis ion* Cleaning of the emulsion surface could not be considered in 
this experiment in case a layer of emulsion to a depth of a few microns 
might be removed* In this way tracks which were produced inside the 
emulsion might subsequently appear to have entered the emulsion from outedcb 
Tie following precautions were success-.nl in obtaining a surface free 
from salver i
(a) The developer was filtered to re eve grains of undissolved amidxL
(b) Upon removal of the plates from the cold developer the excess 
solution was carefully dried off with filter paper before transference 
to the bet plate*
(c) Throughout the fixing stage and in ^ articular during the initial 
period* the fix was changed frequently so that silver grains were not 
deposited on the surface.
Upon development 5 the total thickness of the glass backing and 
processed emulsion m s  measured* The thickness of the processed emulsion 
was also measured directly under the liiicroscope. these and. the
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previous results the- thickness of the emulsion at the time of exposure was 
determined*
2(e) fxanxmation of the Plates
The photographic plates were examined in a region corresponding to 
neutrons incident at an angle of 30° + 2°. The are a of emulsion examined 
on each plate was 6 mm x 0*3 mm* The energy of the neutrons incident over 
this area was calculated from the dynamics of the T (dan) He^‘ reaction to 
be 13*2 0*2 MeV*
the plates were scanned with x 45 objectives and x 10 eyepieces for 
tracks of protons’* entering the surface of the emulsion; x 90 eyepieces 
were used to distinguish between tracks which entered the surface and those 
which started in the emulsion* Those tracks whose angle of dip was less 
than 30° were selected for measurement* The limitation on dip angle 
ensured that all tracks that started at the surface ended inside the emulsion 
The position of the scan was such that measurements on protons making, angles 
greater than 130° to the direction of the incident neutr ons could not be 
made* Scanning mis also carried out inside a known volume of emulsion for 
all protons that satisfied the same geometrical conditions as imposed at 
the surface*
The range, the angle in the plane of the emulsion with respect to the 
direction of the incident neutron and the angle of clip were determined for
* It was assumed that all tracks of unit charge were protons since it was 
impossible to separate protons and deuterons of low energy by grain counting 
in C2 emulsion* The validity of this assumption will be discussed in the 
presentation of the results.
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evezy track selected. The daily variation of the thickness of the 
processed emulsion was taken into account in the confutation of the angle of 
dipjand the range. The energies of the protons wore determined from their 
ranges in dry 02 emulsion (Rofblat 195*1). The angles in space of the 
protons with respect to the direction of the incident neutron were calcul­
ated from their dips and projected angles.
Section 4*3 Analysis.
3(a) Separation of Events.’  r IW MW W  mi—i ■WmxBtXtap
Hot all protons that were observed to start at the surface of the 
emulsion originated from the elements in contact vdth the emulsion. Protons 
starting in the emulsion within a distance of 1 or 2 microns from the sur­
face are optically unresolmble from those entering the emulsion. Protons 
in this category were divided into two groups:
1) Recoil protons produced as a result of the collision of the 
incident neutrons of 13*2 MeV energy vdth hydrogen present in the 
emulsion,
2) Protons produced as a result of the interaction of the incident 
neutrons with the nuclei of the emulsion, or as a result of the 
collision of neutrons of lower energy with hydrogen atoms* These will 
be called background protons.
The recoil protons (l) were distinguished in the first instance by 
aPPlying the relationship
%  = (13.2 + 0.2) cos2®
where Bp = energy of the recoil proton,
7U -
Q = spatial angle between the direction of the recoil 
proton and the direction of the incident neutron.
Allowance was also made for errors in the measurements of Ep andflin the 
classification of recoil protons*
as a further check on the identification of the recoil protons, the 
angular’ distribution, of the protons which satisfied the above relation was 
plotted# This is shewn in figure 4*5 for protons recorded at the surface 
of the emulsion in contact with the iron foils# The full curve represents 
the angular distribution expected from considerations of the angular distri­
bution of the protons in the laboratory system and the solid angle available 
for1 the±3" observation# The two distributions have been normalised at 30°
It can be seen that at angles greater than 30° the number of recoil protons 
observed to start at the surfaces in contact with the iron foils was 
greater than the circulated distribution* This lias been attributed to a 
contribution of protons which are emitted from the iron foil with an energy 
and angle satisfying the ab>ve relation. The Q-valae of the (n,p) reaction 
in iron excludes the possibility of emission of protons of an energy which 
would satisfy the relation for angles less than 30°• Hie correctness of 
this interpretation was borne out by the agreement between the theoretical 
curve and the distribution of proton recoils observed to start at the 
surface of-the e . dolor in contact with the gold. Hie recoil protons (l) 
were therefore subtracted free the protons observed to start at the surface 
of the emulsions according to the full curve of figure 4*5*
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Figure L. 5s The angular distribution of the recoil protons 
recorded at the surface of the emulsions in contact with the 
iron foils.
emulsion by other processes has been outlined in (2). It was impossible tc 
distinguish these protons by the application of any relation between their 
enei gy ant. angle* However, a correction for mose background protons was 
obtained from the measurements made on the protons occurring inside the 
emulsion*
-3A volume of t$ x 10 cc was scanned inside the emulsion. With the 
same limitation oi dip angle as were applied at the surface, 950 protons 
were icier 1/-U i/red as recoil protons and 350 protons were classified as 
background protons; of the latter, approximately 80; had energies below 
3 i<eV‘u She angular distribution of the proton recoils was in good agree­
ment with the full curve of figure 4*5j thus the above interpretation of 
the excess number of1 recoil protons at an angle greater than 30° at the 
surface of the emulsion in contact with the iron foils is again borne out. 
Under the same criteria of selection of tracks, the ratio of background to 
to recoil protons starting at the surface and at points inside the emulsion 
should be the same* The number of surface tracks subtracted as background
* It is believed that the most probable source of low energy neutrons 
which would result in recoil protons of these energies is the interaction 
of the bombarding deuterons with deuterium which has accumulated in the 
target and in the collimating slit above the target. The inelastic 
scattering of neutrons from the source should in general lead to neutrons 
of energy less than 2 MeV (Graves and Rosen 1953) hence would result
in recoil protons of energy lower than observed.
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events m s  therefore made proportional to that for protons identified as 
recoil tracks in the ratio found to hold inside the emulsion* The 
grouping of the subtracted tracks in intervals of energy and spatial angle 
was made in the same relative numbers as those observed inside the 
emulsion.#
The remaining surface protons could have arisen only in the materials 
placed in contact with; the photographic emulsion# The effect of protons 
originating in the gold strip m s  eliminated by considering the energy 
and angle of the protons left (after subtraction of (l) and (2)) at the 
emulsion surfaces in contact with the gold strips alone# Before sub 
traction from the data obtained on the emulsions exposed to the foils in 
intervals of energy and spatial angle, allowance was made for the form 
that tils spectrum would take after the traversal of the foil*
The complete procedure described above may b© conveniently summarised 
by the schematic equations
protons from foil * protons observed at the surface
- £ (l) + (2) + modified protons from gold*]
The number of tracks entering the various categories for the 
exposure to the iron foil is shown in table 4«1* For proton energies of 
less than 4 Me¥5 about 2*$ of the observed data was removed in the 
subtraction. The results which have been subsequently obtained from the 
analysis of the exposures to aluminium and rhodium are also shown in table 
4.1; for rhodium the area scanned on each plate was twice that for iron 
or aluminium* The consistency between the ratios of the various back-
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ground categories for the different exposures serves to establish the 
correctness of the adopted procedure.
3(b) She Correction for the Energy Loss of Protons produced in the Poll,
iron. However? the protons that were accepted for analysis had traversed 
the foil obliquely so that the effective thickness of a foil was greater 
than the figure quoted, A proton of 5 MeV energy that passes through a 
foil at an angle of dip of 30° loses an energy of 1.2 MeV in iron. The 
energy of a proton produced within a foil may therefore be considerably 
modified, particularly at low energy, by its passage through the foil to 
the surface of the emulsion. For this reason protons observed with angles 
of dip less than 10° were discarded because of the large thickness of foil 
they might have traversed.
A relaxation method was adopted to correct for the energy loss of 
protons produced in a semi-thick target. The observed angular distri­
bution was then related to the true energy spec trim to obtain the true 
angular distribution in each energy interval. The procedure is given in 
appendix 2.
3(c) The Determination of the Cross Section for the Emission of Protons.
The differential cross section, > for ^  e m i s s i o n  of protons
at an angle 8 , may be related to the number of protons (0), observed at
an angle 8 by the expression
The thickness of the foil used in the investigation was 13 rag/em^  of
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where F » total flux of neutrons per cm2 at the foil,
$ fly ~ solid angle available for acceptance of a proton
emitted at an angle 8*
n - number of atoms per cc of the foil,
¥ * volume of the portion of the foil under examination.
She total flux of neutrons incident on the foil was determined by- 
counting the number of recoil protons observed within a known volume of 
emulsion,, The results obtained from the scanning carried out inside the 
emulsion were utilised in this procedure. The number of proton recoils, 
U (8()j which start in a volume, V, of emulsion at an angle, to the 
direction of the incident neutron is related to the total flux of neutrons 
F, by the following expression (Rosen 3.953)
F
h (6u dS.   Ju_____
cos 8, dfl6“  x 0>n|, nH V
where d * solid angle available for acceptance of a recoil proton
1 at an angle *
<5"np = total corss section for free neutron-proton scattering
X)H
number of hydrogen atoms per cc of the emulsion.
I plot of id ..A.'— . against 8., was found to be constant; this
* cos B, dji$ ^A C O S  K . „'I ' 0,
was anticipated from the agreement found previously between the angular
distribution of the recoils inside the emulsion and the full curve of 
figure 4.5
Before the total flux was estimated, however, a correction was 
necessary for the efficiency of detection of recoil protons inside the 
emulsion. At the surface of the emulsion the efficiency for detection of
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protons "was practically 100% since relatively few protons were are sent 
in any one rdcrosao;po field of view of the microscope* Inside the 
emulsion, however, there were a large number of tracks crossing a field 
of view so that the efficiency for detection of tracks which start in a 
field of view was reduced, examination of the same volume of emulsion
by different observers the efficiency for detection of recoil tracks 
inside the emulsion was estimated to be 80 ^  10; •* The consequent error 
in the determination of the neutron flus, however, was only taken into 
account in the calculation of the total cross section for emission of 
protons, since the error was systematic and would not affect the relative 
differential cross sections**,
She solid angle, llJvfcg was restricted by the geometry of the exposure 
and the limitations imposed upon the angle of dip of the tracks selected 
for measurements • The variation of Hie solid angle was taken into account 
in the determination of the differential cross sections* The method of 
calculation of this solid angle as a function of 0 is given in the appendix 
3, Because of the position of the scan and the rejection of protons with 
angles of dip less than 10°, the differential cross sections could only be 
determined over the angular range from 0 - 140°.
* In practice it was unnecessary to calculate a value of the total neutron 
flux. Instead the differential cross sections could be simply determined 
from the known value of the free neutron-proton scattering cross section,6^ , 
on resubstitution of the expression for P into the equation relating
80
Section 4,4 Results
Th© energy spectra of the protons emitted from iron over different 
ranges of angle and over the entire range from 0° - 140° are shorn in 
figures 4*6 and 4*7 respectively* Hie angular distributions for different 
ranges of energy are shown in figure 4,8*
A total cross section of Xf?G y, .50 millibams for tie emission of
protons fro. iron m s  obtained by integration of the angular distributions 
extrapolated to ISO'"* However, a target of natural iron m s  used in this 
experiment* To obtain an estimate of the total cross section for Fe
(9& of natural iron) a small background. (~ 30 mb) due to the presence of
Fe (Allan, private coiaHunication) m s  subtracted from the observed cross
t
section, Hie to till cross section of 120 £ 30 millibams for tlie emission 
of protons from Fe^ can be compared with a total cross section of 190 
millibiixns deduced by Allan (private cou'inunication) from a i '...idy of the 
amission of protons, from Fe^° at an angle of observation of 34° + 20 «
When account is taken of the forward peak in the angular distribution 
found in the present experiment the cross sections obtained by Allan would 
be redtsced by about 20% giving a favourable comparison with the present 
results•
i ’iie  nuclear reactions in Fe^0 leading to the production ox protons





















Figure 4.6: The energy spectra of the protons emitted
over different ranges of angle by the interaction of 13*2 
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Figure L„ 8* The angular distributions of the protons 
emitted from iron.
In the present experiment the sum of the contribution from all three 
reactions is observed* The processes (n,pp) and (ti,d) are also energeti­
cally possible, but, due to the effects of the large negative Q-values, 
-12*3 MeV and -8 Me? respectively, and the Coulomb bander are expected to 
make a negligible contribution to the observed data*
If it is assumed that the emission of a neutron normally accompanies 
that of a proton -when the energy of the latter is lees than 13*2 + c| (There 
represents the Q-value for the processes (b) and (c)), an estimate of 
the cross section for the process (a) can be made by integrating the 
observed spectra for energies greater than this limit* The correction for
56 tthe reaction Pe" (n#pn) is small, however, since the maximum energy of 
protons from this reaction is only' 3 MeV. The cross section for the 
reaction Fe^ (n,p^) is therefore effectively tlie total cross section of 
120 + 30 millibams found in this experiment, This value compares 
favourably with values of 97 y, 12 ( Paul and Clarice 1333) and 124 +, 13ab 
(Forbes 1932) obtained by measurements of the activity of the residual 
nucleus 16&r ,
Section 4*5 biscusslon of hesuits,
Tbs energy spectstfum over the entire range of angles of the protons
from iron has a riiaxinium at an energy of about 4 MeV* This value is
consistent with that expected from consideration of the height of tlie 
Coulomb barrier in the residual nucleus, which is about 5 -deV*
Tlie spectrum shown for tlie range of angles 0 — 30° has seme
indication of structure at about 6,0 and 8,3 uiev.
v Footnote on next page*
3$ 3.® ^  interest to compare this spectrum of1 protons witli the spectrum 
of protons emitted at on angle of 34° ±  20° by the interaction of neutrons 
of 14*1 MeV with, iron (Allan, private earsminication). The effective 
thickness of the iron foil was analler in the latter experiment than in. the 
present, experiment so that better energy resolution was attained# The 
two spectra, normalised at 5 MeV, are shorn in figure 4*9# It can be seen 
that the shape of tins spectrum and the position of the peaks as suggested 
by the present results are consistent with the results obtained by Allan 
when account is taken of the higher neutron energy*
More convincing evidence of structure is obtained in the present 
investigation fro., the spectra of protons from aluminium and rhodium# This 
can be seen in figures 4* 10 and 4*11* The effective thickness of foil in 
these exposures was again less than in the exposure to iron*
Tlie angular dist ribut^ions at all energies of the protons froa iron 
show preferential emission of protons in the forward hemisphere although
* It sliould be pointed out that the correction applied for the use of a 
semi-thick target foil tends to remove any fluctuations in the shape of the. 
spectra* Hie uncorrected spectrum of protons from iron emitted at an 
angle of dip between 20° and 30° exhibited peaks at energies of 3*3* 8*0, 
and 9*3 MeV* A correction of tlie observed energy spectrum for transver­
sal of half the thickness of the foil at a mean angle of dip of 23° would 
shift these peaks to an energy of 6*0, 8*23$ and 9*73 M ,  corresponding 
to the excitation of levels or groups of levels in ita56 at about 4*3? 2*0 
and 0*6 MeV respectively* These assignments are extra sly tentative*
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56 E n ”  I 4- O MeV, A l la n  (|957) 
E n = 13-2 MeV, Present  Work.
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Comparison of the energy spectrum of protons emitted 




























Figure 4. lit The energy spectrum of the protons emitted
from rhodium.
tlie distribution of protons for energies less than 4 Me? is not inconsistent 
with syi;,^ try about % °  . The angular distributions of protons from 
alununlusn and rhodium <uxso shov ussymnetiy at all energies as can be seen 
In figures 4*12 and 4*13* A similar trend in the angular distribution 
of the high energy protons emitted, when is bombarded by neutrons of 34 
MeV has been reported recently (Rosen, private communication; *
4 preferential emission of this nc.ture would be expected if some 
protons xvsre emitted following the direct collision of the incident neutfon 
with a proton inside the nucleus# She angular distribution in the 
laboratory system for a free nucleon nucleon collision vanishes in the 
backward hemisphere # However> when account is taken of the momentum of 
the struck nucleon, the differential cross section for a single nucleon 
nucleon collision inside the nucleus would be extended to backward angles 
while preserving the overall forward anisotropy. It would be expected 
that the direct emission of protons should be enhanced relative to the 
emission from the decay of a compound nucleus for protons of high energy 
and nuclei of high atomic number. It car be seen that, experimentally, 
the lack of symmetry about the position of 90 is moot evident for protons
of high energy ana that it is greatest for rhodium#
The experimental results can be compared with the predictions of a
simple model which takes into account both the direct emission and that
from the decay of the compound nucleus (Brown and Muirhead 1957j* This 
model assumes that nucleon-nucleon interactions can occur throughout the 
nuclear volume in a similar manner to the model ol nucleon nuclear inoer—
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Figure L.12: The angular distributions of the protons 
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Figure L, 13: The angular distribution of the protons emitted 
from rhodium.
action introduced in chapter 3* At intermediate energies, however, only 
the first, collision can lead, to tlie direct emission of a nucleon, so -that 
the details of the prediction of the model can be calculated analytically.
The magnitudes of the cross sections for the emission of protons in 
the reactions, (n,pK) and (n,pn) have been calculated using this model.
2he calculated cross sections, s (dix) for the emission of protons by 
direct collisions in Fe^ and Fe^ are 23 and 50 mb respectively. The 
calculated cross sections ^ (comp) for the emission of protons by the decay 
of an excited nucleus are 30 and 300 mb for Fe^ and Fe^ respectively.
The total cross section of 33 nib for the emission of protons from Fe 
is therefore in good agreement with the experimentally derived cross section 
of 120 mb.
In order to make a conparison with Hie experimental distributions, 
the calculated differential cross sections were added according to the 
iso topic mixture of Fe^ and Fe^* in natural iron. The calculated energy 
and angular distributions are shown in figures 4*b, 7 and 8. The 
calculated energy and angular distributions for aluminium and rhodium are 
shown also in figures 4.3, 10, 11 and 12. The broken line represents 
tlie cross section for emission of protons from Hie decay of a compound 
nucleus, while the full curve is the sum of this cross section and that 
for tlie emission of protons by direct collision.
The apparent difference in the calculated, and experimental energy
spectra for iron at low energies can be possibly accounted - or by con™
. 5 4
sidering the contribution of protons from the (n,np) reaction in Fe
(Allan, private c0uMuxd.0at2.0n)* The difference between tlie Q-'values of 
-9*2 MeV and -13*8 MeV for the processes (n,np) and (n,2n) in Fe^4 res_ 
pectively3 results in 'the favoured emission of protons over a region of the 
energy spectrum from 0 - 4  MeV. Allan finds a cross section of 220 milli­
bams for this reliction# More direct evidence for the importance of the 
(n,np) reaction is obtained in the present investigation from the excess 
of protons of low energy emitted from aluminium* The difference between 
the Q-vaiues of -8*3 MeV and -13*0 IteV for the proeess€s(n,np) and (n,2n) 
in Al^ respectively, results in the favoured emission of protons over a
region of the energy spectrum from 0-4*7  MeV* In the case of Fe^b and 
103Hh • the effect is reduced considerably since there is no favoured emission 
of protons over the region of the observed energy spectrum*
Section 4.6 Conclusions
The present results for the total cross section for the (n;p) reaction • 
in iron are in satisfactory agreement with those of other workers • More­
over, evidence for the process of direct interaction has been obtained front 
the angular distributions of the protons emitted in the (n,p) reaction in 
iron, and in the results obtained subsequently for aluminium and rhodium.
It can be seen also that the application of the model of Brown and 
Muir head (loc* cit*) to these reactions leads to fair quantitative agree­
ment with the experimental results* However, in this model conservation 
laws other than those for energy and momentum arc neglected and the problem 
of transmission of the nuclear surface is oversimplii ied* Thus it is not 
surprising that detailed comparisons do not show more tnan semi—quantitative
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agreement*
At energies where couloabie effects are important the possibility of 
the enhanced production of protons at the nuclear surface should be 
considered (Austem et al.l953)* Conservation of angular momentum, which 
is taken into account in this theory, could then impose more stringent 
conditions on the angular distributions of the outgoing protons than is 
assumed in the model of volume production. It is of’ interest, therefore, 
that in some cases, the observed angular distributions exhibit maxima at 
an angle considerably greater than 0°, whereas the calculated angular 
distributions always peak in the forward direction at very small angles 
(~5°)« However, the statistics of the present experiment do not permit 
a detailed interpretation of the distributions in terms of the difference 
in angular momentum of’ the incoming neutron and out oin proton as 
suggested by Austem et al. (loc. cit.)
It can be seen that considerable refinements are required in future 
experiments performed in this energy range* Improvement in tlie energy 
resolution is required before the suggestion of structure obtained in t is 
investigation can be convincing# Indeed, none of the experiments so far 
reported for examining the (n.p), (n,n) or (p,n) processes could have 
ctetected satisfactorily the existence of discrete states superimposec on 
a continuum as suggested by the experiments of Gugelot (1954) on bie 
inelastic scattering; of protons*
Furthermore, improvement in the angular resolution is necessary to 
obtain confirmation of the appearance of maxima in the observed angular
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distributions. Apart from the need for experimental improvements, however, 
there is an obvious need to extend tlie theory of nuclear reactions at 
intermediate energies to contain direct interaction effects*
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CHAPTER 5
f atr^ T-^
Nucleon Iniclgar Scattering at low and Inteamediate 
Energies r on e Sir ipllfled Free Particle ? V>del of the Nucleus.. 
Section gMl Introduction
It has been seen that a nuclear interaction at hi; h energies can be 
described in terns of a series of single nucleon-nucleon collisions Inside 
the nucleus (Ooldberger 194^). Moreover, tlie value of the mean free rath 
in nuclear matter derived from the analysis of the experimental results 
usiiw the qpjL’ical model (the *transpiarant nucleus* model) can be predicted 
in terms of the free nucleon-nucleon cross sections suitably modified by 
the restrictions of the Pauli Exclusion Principle inside the nucleus 
{Ferzibach, Serbcr and Taylor 1949) • Thus at high energies the transparent 
nucleus model and tlie Goldbcrger description of the nuclear interaction are 
consistent in their interpretation of the experimental results.
decent experiments at lea? and interne diate energies .have again been 
interpreted by an optical model of the nucleus. At low energies it is 
found that the value cf the imaginary potential necessary to reproduce 
the experimental results implies a relatively long mean free path for 
nucleons in nuclear matter (I’eshhach, Porter end ..eisskqpf 1954). At 
intermedia te energies the application of' the model indicates a reduction 
of the mean free path (Woods and Saxon 1954) •
In chapter 3 a similar energy dependence of the. moan free path was 
deduced from the Monte Carlo calculation on the development of a nucleon 
cascade inside the nucleus. On this basis the variation of the mean free
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path was interpreted as a result of the reduction of the number of allowed
collisions at lower energies due to the oper tion of the Pauli Principle* 
She agreement sr. gests therefore th t the interaction of a nucleon of low 
and intermediate energies nay be described in terms of the collisions with 
individual particles inside the nucleus - the free particle model of the 
nucleus* 'The description preserves the identity of the incident particle 
inside the nucleus without Hie immediate formation of a compound nucleus# 
The model is therefore analogous to that employed at high energies*
At high energies, 1 ovsrever, it appears to be physically realistic to 
consider single nucleon-nucleon collisions because of Hie very saiall 
wavelength of the incident nucleon# Nevertheless, even at low energies 
there appears to be some physical basis to- such a description* Sjuice the 
nuclear potential well is comparatively deep (~ 40 MeV), when even a slow 
nucleon enters nuclear matter it will possess a wavelength of rouighly inter® 
nucleon dimensions and so might be considered to move as a free particle 
through the nucleus*
The main work presented in this chapter is a calculation based on this 
model of the magnitudes of the real and imaginary potential employed in 
nucleon nuclear- scattering problems# This was necessary in the first 
place to verify the consistency of the model at lower energies* The 
chapter is concluded with a 3hort description of the application of the 
model to the detailed prediction of the course of a nuclear reaction at 
interme diate energies.
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Section 5*2 Application of the Model 
2(a) Selection of Potentials
Xn the optical model introduced by Feshbach, Porter and Weisskcrpf 
(1954) a coisplex potential of the form V + iW was used to describe the 
interaction between the incident nucleon and the target nucleus* The 
values of V and W 7/ere chosen empirically to give a best fit with the 
experimental data. The central part of V is close to 40 MeV; the 
central part of W increases from W~ 2 MeV at zero bcrabardirjg energy to 
W~ 15 MeV at an energy of 32 MeV* It is the purpose of this section to 
show that the magnitudes of both the real and imaginary potentials may be 
qualitatively predicted with the aid of data on free nucleon-nueleon 
scattering and a Fermi gas model of the nucleus.
Hie choice of the Fermi gas model is primarily dictated by the need 
for a mathematical approach which would be both simple and consistent. 
However, there appears to be some justification for considering it as an 
approximate physical description of the normal state of a heavy nucleus* 
Thus an assembly of non interacting particles, which is the basis of the 
model, approximates reasonably to the requirements of the shell model of 
the nucleus in which definite physical states exist for considerable 
periods of nuclear time*
The Heal Potential
It is assumed that the target nucleus may be represented as two Fermi 
gases of neutrons and protons* Hie depth of the real well V is defined 
to be the sum of the maximum Fend energy of the neutron gas Eg, (n) and
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the binding energy of the last neutron in the nucleus • The maximum Fermi 
energy is given by the well known formula,
where H is the lumber of neutrons, VQ is the nuclear volume and LI is the 
nass of a nucleon* The radius R of the neutron gas was assumed to be giver
value of the radius appears to fit the exp< rimental results at high energies 
With this assumption, a value of the maximum Fermi energy of 28 MeV is 
obtained for A 100 which leads to a value of V of 38 MeV* The value of 
V is almost insensitive to A in the range of A from 50 to 200 as can be 
seen from table 5*1* The binding energies were obtained from the tables 
of Feather (1953)*
The further assumption was made that the real potential V is the 
same for the proton gas as for the neutron gas* Sine© the binding; 
energy of the last proton is about 7 MeV throughout the periodic table 
(Feather, loc* cit.), the maximum Fermi energy of the protons Bp (p) has 
a value of 31 MeV* Then the radius of the proton gas is fixed at a value
The Imaj;vinar^ ilotentisl. W
An expression relating the imaginary potential W and the mean free 
path A of a particle in nuclear matter has been given by Francis and 
Watson (1953)s
by 1*37 x 10 cm, where A is the atomic weight of the nucleus* This
of (1*18 + 0*04) J& x K f 13cm*
7











Na2^ 26,8 12.2 39.0
Fe56 27.3 11.2 38,5
Ag109 28.3 9.1 37.4
pb208
29.7 7.4 37.1
r P B 29.9 6.1 36.0 J
'where Id represents the kinetic energy of the incident nucleon inside the 
nucleus, E the kinetic energy outside the nucleus and m the nucleon mass. 
Thus -tiie Imaginary potential W can be calculated from a knowledge of the 
mean free path A •
On the free rxartiele model, the mean free path A can be expressed in 
texms of the cross section for free particle scattering modified by the 
restrictions of the Pauli Extension Principle in the manner first described 
by Ferribach et al (1949)s
“  ^NJd /° jf> + ^ N n  ^ N n  /°n
■where = Pauli factor for a nucleon N in collision with a
proton inside the nucleus 
€~| * free nucleon-proton scattering cross section
yO _ = proton density in the nucleus
/ p
and Hie other three terns represent Hie corresponding- quantities related 
to a collision with a neutron. In the model a collision is only allowed 
if both nucleons possess a final energy greater than the maximum Fermi 
energy; the Pauli factor o< is Hie probability that a collision will be 
allowed under these conditions* Hence, the problem is now resolved into 
one of determining the Pauli factors o(«
The term c< has been calculated by Coldberger (1948) for nucleons 
whose energies inside the nucleus are greater than twice the maximum Fermi 
energy, > 2 Ep. He obtains the following simple expression for (X:
where the symbols have their previous definition. In the present work
the calculation was extended to lower energies to enable the imaginary
potential W to be determined in the region of interest. Hie calculation 
included correction factors for the difference in binding energy of the 
last neutron and protons which becomes of increased importance at low 
energies, and the non-isotropy of neutron-proton scattering in the centre 
of mass system for energies greater than about 20 MeV. Hie priniciple
of the calculation is given in appendix 4 ♦
Hie calculated variation of the Pauli factor o< for proton-proton or 
neutron-neutron scattering inside the nucleus as a function of the ratio
is shown in fig 5*1 for l|p ^ ^ 2Bp. The predicted variation
of o( for %  > 2Bp using the Goldberger formula is also shown. For 
proton-proton collisions, Ik - 233^  corresponds to an energy of the 
incident proton of 24 MeV outside the nucleus. Hie Pauli ftic;tor for 
neutron-proton or proton~neutron scattering inside the nucleus can also 
be obtained from figure 5*1 when the corrections given in the appendix 
are taken into account. Thus the mean free path X in tiie interior of the 
nucleus can be obtained at different energies usin,' the published data on 
n-p and p-p scattering and assuming that the latter is equivalent to n-n 
scattering
From the calculated variation of "X the imaginary potentials in 'the 
interior of the nucleus were estimated to be
V ~  (3.0 + 0.35^) MeV for neutrons ,
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Figure 5.1: Calculated variation of the Pauli Factor for the
scattering of identical nucleons inside the nucleus.
where E is expressed in MeV* The calculated expressions are appropriate 
for values of S lying between 0 and 24 MeV and for a nucleus in the middle 
of the pexlodic table* However, like the value of V, the expressions are 
fairly insensitive to the nucleus involved, over the range A - 50 - 200. 
Hie expressions are also fairly insensitive to changing the value assumed 
for the nuclear radius, since the resulting change in the Pauli factors 
3 is of the opposite sign to the changes produced in the density s* 
and tiie real potential V.
In figure 5»2 the variation of the imaginary potentials are shown as 
a function of energy* The ’experimental* points are those derived by 
various authors in successful applications of the optical model to the 
analysis of scattering experiments at different energies* The experi­
mental points at low energies Iiave been obtained using a square well 
potential* The use of a rounded well, which is a physically more 
realistic representation of the nucleus (c*f# Woods and Saxon loc. cit«) 
wuld require a larger imaginary potential to fit the same experimental 
data* the smaller time spent on the average by a nucleon inside the 
nucleus as a result of the reduction of the internal reflection can only 
be compensated by an increased rate of absorption during that time* Thus 
the agreement might be inproved at low energies.
However, the most striking feature of the results is the manner In 
which the empirical reduction in W at lower incident energies is reproduced 
In the theoretical curves the fall-off arises purely from the effect of 







Figure 5.2% The imaginary part of the complex potential Has a function 
of the energy of the incident particle j
  calculated variation;
0 value derived from the analysis of neutron scattering data:
0 to 3 Me? - Feshhach,Porter and Weisakopf (1954.) t
4 KeV - Walt and Beyster (1955)?
14 MeV - Culler, Fernbach and Sherman (1956)$
• value derived from th© analysis of proton scattering data:
5 and 17 MeV - M&lkaaoff at al. (1956),
9,5 MaV - Prows© and Hossain (1956),
15 and 22 MeV - Woods and Saxon (1954).
the incident energy is lowered. A similar conclusion lias been reached 
also by lane and Wundel (1955) and Clernentel and Villi (l955). The 
successful application of the model to predict the absolute behaviour of 
W as a function of the energy of the incident particle serves therefore to 
establish the consistency of the free particle model at low energies.
2(b) Direct Interaction Effects.
ilie application of the free particle model at low energies shows 
that the mean free path can be interpreted in terms of the cross section 
for collision with individual nucleons inside tiie nucleus* The result 
suggests therefore that a nuclear reaction at these energies may be 
capable of a similar description to that employed at high energies (c.f. 
tjhe Goldberger model). The products of a nuclear reaction may again be 
separated into two categories; those emitted by direct interaction and 
those from the decay of a compound nucleus* In view of the long period 
of decay of the compound nucleus it seems reasonable to assume that the 
two processes of emission can be examined separately.
At intermediate energies only the first collision should be important 
in contributing to the direct interaction process. Subsequent collisions 
are most likely to leave both particles vdth insufficient energy to escape 
from the nucleus. Thus it should be possible to calculate analytically 
the magnitude of tiie direct interaction effects at these energies without 
resort to the Monte Carlo type of calculation which was necessary at high 
energies•
The cross section for producing a nucleon (either a neutron or a
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proton) inside the target nucleus N with kinetic energy between £ and 
i + df is given by
&£ \ m cross section for the collision with a nucleon inside
&€ J
• the nucleus x the probability of the nucleon having 
an energy 6 after collision#
The derivation of the Pauli factor was based on the calculation of the 
latter probability * Thus the cross section for direct emission of a 
nucleon can be obtained from the previous procedure if suitable 
assumptions can be made concerning the penetration of the surface of 
Hie nucleus by the outgoing particles. A particle can only escape from 
the nucleus if its energy ( is greater than V the depth of the 
nucleon potential well* Tiie cross section for direct emission of 
nucleons of energy E « ( - V, can be written as
where <p (e ) represents the probability of escape from the nucleus*
After allowance has been mad© for the direct emission of 
particles by the initial collision of the incident nucleon, it can be 
assumed that all subsequent collisions lead to the formation of s 
compound nucleus # Thus* in this model the cross section for 
formation of a ccmipound nucleus is simply Hie difference between the 
reaction cross section (predicted by the optical model) and the 
cross section for the emission of particles by direct interaction# 
The decay of the compound nucleus can then be described by the 




The procedure described here is the basis of a calculation of the 
cross section for direct interaction processes which has been carried 
out by Brown and Muirhead (1937)* A calculation of the differential 
cross section for the direct scattering of a nucleon by a Fermi ga.3 of 
nucleons has been given by Hcyakawa et al# (1933)* The predictions of 
the model with regard to the energy and angular distribution cf the 
direct interaction in the (n5p ) reaction have been considered in chapter 
hm
Section 3»5i Discussion
The free particle model of a nuclear reaction is a completely 
classical description of the interaction# It is based on a concept of 
the nucleus as a well defined sphere cf nucleons with a sharp nuclear 
surface; direct interaction is considered to take place through! the 
nuclear voltsne#
Hecent interpretation of experiments on the elastic scattering of 
high energy electrons by nuclei (Hahn et al# 1936) has shown that a more 
realistic description of the nucleus is one with a tapered density distri­
bution; in consequence the nuclear potential falls off comparatively 
slolwly# Thus it may be that there are more states available to a 
scattered nucleon in the surface of the nucleus than throughout the volume# 
For this reason direct interaction at the nuclear surface may be enhanced, 
since it may be possible to relax the restrictions of the Pauli Exclusion 
Principle on a collision in the nuclear mi if ace# Such an effect could be 
particularly important for protons since the escape of protons produced by
direct collision processes within the nuclear volume is severely reduced by
/the coulomb
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barrier at the surface of the nucleus. A calculation of the 
surface direct interaction has been considered by Bisberg (1954) 




It is apparent that during the time that this research has been 
carried out considerable progress has been made towards a better 
understanding of the mode of interaction of nucleons with nuclei « Urns 
it appears that (an optical model which preserves the identity of tiie 
incident particle inside the nucleus is capable of a description of 
nuclear reactions over a mucn wider range of energies than was th ought 
possible only a few years ago# At low energies tiie assumption of the 
im ediate absorption of tiie incident particle has been revised to admit 
a nucleon mean free path which is comparable with the nuclear dimensions» 
Furthermore the occurrence of direct interaction has been recognised as a 
distinctive feature of nuclear reactions at intermediate energies * The 
research presented in the trie sis has been influenced by and was of 
importance to the change in outlook which has taken place#
It is important to not© that it is possible to retain many- 
useful features of the compound nucleus model within the framework of 
the optical description# Tiie formation of a long-lived compound nucleus 
is n m  regarded as the final phase of the interaction# The theory of 
the compound nucleus is still widely applicable as a description of a 
nuclear reaction at intermediate energies#
In view of the wide success of tiie optical model, it is 
natural that theoretical attention should now be given to the attempt 
to understand the validity of the model from a fundamental point of 
view (e.f* Lene, Thomas and Tigner 1953? Breuckner 1956)# At low
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energies the weak interaction which apparently exists inside the 
nucleus is in marked contract to the strong interaction observed between 
isolated nucleons* It is possible that the independent particle 
behavioui can be explained as a property of a system of strongly 
interacting particles of low excitation energy*
It high energies, 'the scattering of particles by a nucleus 
can be satisfactorily described in terms of the observed two 
body scattering cross sections which have been reduced 'bo allow for the 
Pauli Exclusion Principle* At low energies it has been shown that the 
Exclusion Principle can be of much greater importance in limiting the 
collisions of a nucleon inside Hie nucleus* At low energies, however, 
it is no longer clear that a collision inside the nucleus may be 
specified as occurring between individual nucleons. At tne present 
thjie, therefore, the success of the optical description of strongly 
interacting particles by an effective average potential is still 
incompletely understood.
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.^ upendix 1 The range-energy relationships for protons in 
Ilford 0,5 x 2 and G»5 x 4 diluted emulsions*
The extremely sensitive nuclear emulsions employed in recent years 
have contained a veiy high silver halide to gelatin ratio, the silver 
halide occupying approximately hall* of the volume of emulsion. Their 
sensitivity was mainly dependent on this feature. However, it has been 
estimated that up to a 50,1 increase of gelatin content could be made 
without loss of the ability to recognize tracks. She results obtained at 
Ilford with actual emulsions agreed with these predictions. A series of 
emulsions which, whilst capable of recording the passage of particles at 
minimum ionisation, possess a much smaller silver halide content have been 
made generally available by Ilford. These are known as diluted Ilford 
emulsions.
Such diluted emulsions are of value for several reasons; for example 
in the study of nuclear reactions induced in light elements, or for 
investigations in which multiple scattering of particles passing through 
the emulsion needs to be minimised, it is advantageous to use emulsions 
with a higher relative content of light elements than is present in normal 
emulsions. It is also advantageous (c.f. Chapter 3) to have electron 
sensitive emulsions of different constitutions from the normal G.$ 
emulsions. However before these diluted emulsions can be used in nuclear 
physics research, a knowledge of the range-energy relationships for 
particles recorded by them is essential. A determination of the range- 
energy relationship for protons is only necessary, since that for other
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singly charged particles and doubly charged alpha-particles oen be 
reliably deduced*
The range-energy relationship for protons and alplia-particles has 
been experimentally determined in a number of investigations. There 
seems to be no difference in the stopping powers of the standard Ilford 
emulsions (Ilford B1 to G-.5 emulsions), so that a range-energy relation­
ship can be found which is satisfactory for all the emulsions of standard 
composition* However, the charge in constitution of Hie dilute emulsions 
should alter this relationship.
The experimental determination of this relationship was carried out 
by exposing the Ilford G,5 x 2 and G.5 x 4 dilute emulsions (that is, 
emulsions with twice and four times the normal value of the gelatin to 
silver halide ratio) under vacuum conditions to protons produced by the 
bombardment of Li mid B with 550 KeV deuterons from the Glasgow H.T. set. 
The energies of the proton groups from the different reactions (table l) 
were reduced by passage through an aluminium windo?/ before entering the 
diluted emulsions. The effective energies were determined by exposing 
Ilford G.5 emulsions under identical conditions. Using the experimental 
range-energy curves for this emulsion (Rotblat 1950, 1951) > the kinetic 
energy of the incident proton groups was determined. The proton ranges 
were measured with a calibrated eyepiece scale taking into account the 
dip and scattering of the tracks in the emulsion, and using a shrinkage 
factor appropriate to the emulsion considered. However, to eliminate 
any uncertainly in the shrinkage factor, only approximately horizontal
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MReaction Easptl. range f/i) Energy (Me?) Calc.range u^)
(i) 1* + 3h + 1H
67.6 + 0.2
*?o + + §* 
6 1 6  1
2.84 67.5
(ii)%,i + + J-H 
3 1 3  1
130.9 + 0.3 4.27 129
(lii)^ Li + 2H ^ 7Li + fa
mJ l 3 IM
152.6 +0.3 4.68 150.5
(iv)1^  + 1H 
5 1 5 1
283.0 + 0.9 6.81 284
(v) + % —> %  +
> 1  5 1
444.0 + 0.8 8.90 446
# excited sta&e of 440 KeV 
j- excited state of 2.14 bV
Table 2s, Ranges, of Protons . , j n 1. x A _jMs.iftaa
M
Energy MeV 2.84 4.27 4.68 6.31 8.90
Etxptl.range in 
G.5 x 2(y/) 75.3±0.2 144.6+0.3 169,0+0.3 316+1.4 498+0.9
Calculated range 
in G.5 x 2 (/x) 75.0 145 169 319 506
Exptl.range in
G.5 x 4 (/^) 82.9+0.2 161+0.4 188+0.3 361+1,0 565+0.3
Calculated ran e 
In G.4 x 4 (^ ) 81 158 135 354 562
tracks were considered for measurement, The proton ranges fall into 
different groups related to the expected energies of the protons from the 
deuteron induced reactions# The experimental results are given in tables 
1 and 2, the quoted rang© in all cases being the arithmetic mean of the 
ranges in a group#
Calculated values of the range were also obtained, by a consideration 
of the dependence of the stopping, power of tiie emulsion upon its chemical 
constitution in the manner described by Webb (1948) . Prom a knowledge 
of the atomic stopping power of the different constituents of the emulsion
to a particle, and the fractional weight of each constituent in the
a  n
emulsion, the ratios of the differential ranges for small energy
increments can be calculated;where RQ is the range in air and R is the 
range in emulsion of tiie particle# For a specific material ~ ^  js
by definition, where S is the atomic stopping power of the material, Nc 
and N are the effective number of atoms per cc in air at S .T#P. and the 
number of stopping atoms per cc, respectively# A generalisation of the 
above equation leads to the ratio «§& for emulsion# From this relation 
the differential, ranges in emulsion can be calculated and hence the 
integral emulsion ranges R for different energies.
The atomic constitutions "used in the calculation correspond closely 
to vacuum conditions of the emulsion# Hie agreement between the calcul­
ated and experimental values shown in tables 1 and 2 was always within2?£.
The experimental results for protons can be represented by the following 




0.227 H0*602 for G.5 emulsion ,
0.221 for G.5 x 2 emulsion ,
C.220 Jjr for G.5 x 4 emulsion ,
where 1 is in Mel" and R in microns.
The results presented above are valid for plates exposed under 
vacuum conditions* If exposed under normal atmospheric conditions the 
ranges are longer due to the water absorbed by the gelatin of the emulsion 
Hie increase in range at a relative humidity of 60}t was calculated for 
proton energies of 2 and 10 MeV, For G.5 emulsions the amount of water 
absorbed per cm^ at various relative humidities is known (Wilkins 1951)
If it is assumed that the amount of water absorbed by an emulsion is 
proportional to the amount of gelatin in that emulsion, and that the 
volume of the emulsion increases by the amount of water absorbed, then the 
atomic constitutions can be recalculated. Hie increases in range were 
then derived using Webb’s method. She results are shown in table 3*
I-br protons of energy below 2.5 MeV Hie calculated range-energy 
relaiionsliips were expected to hold* Their validity for protons of 
energy as low as 1*4 MeV w&s checked by making measurements on the ranges 
of polonium and thorium C“ - particles.
For two particles a and b of the same velocity the ranges are related
range of the particle of velocity v, and M and 2 refer to the mass and 
charge of ’the particles resr>ectively. In terms of the particles of the 
same energy, we then have
by Hie equation Ra (v), where R (v) refers to the
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Ran£e..at 6^ Jtelative
Emulsion G.5 G.5 x 2
*
G.5 x 4
Proton energy (MeV) 2 10 2 10 2 10
% increase in range 
at 60$ relative 
humidity 3.3 4.0 3.6 4.5 4.2 5.0
Mb
Shis expression is strictly only true when Za = 2^. The residual ranges 
of protons and alpha-particles are connected by the following; expression, 
Rp (e) a 1*0069 R  ^  (3*973E) - Cj where the constant c arises from the 
difference In the random capture and loss of electrons for particles of 
different Z at low energies.. The constant is given as 1.5/U. for G.5 
emulsions (Wilkins loe* cit.)» A value for c of 1*65^  and 1 • 8 m. for the 
G.5 x 2 and G.5 x 4 emulsions respectively was derived by considering the 
percentage increase of the ranges of protons in these emulsions. From 
this formula the energy of an alpha-particle can be determined from its 
range using the range-energy relationship for a proton.
In order to check the calculated range-energy relationships for 
protons of energy less than 2,5 MeV, corresponding to alpha-particles of 
energy less than 10 MeV, measurements were made on the ranges of polonium 
and thorium <X - particles of energies 5*3 and 8.78 MeV respectively 
tisinr Ilford G.5, G.5 x 2 and G.5 x 4 emulsions. The expected ranges of 
o<~ particles of energies 5»3 and 8.78 Me? were calculated from the above 
expression involving and using the calculated proton ranges, and 
are compared in table 4*
In actual experiments, however, the o<- particle tracks were obtained 
by dipping the plates in radioactive solution and drying q ' kly to normal 
atmospheric conditions, the plates being kept under the same conditions 
until developed. The experimental ranges were, as a result, ^ 0- longer 
than those calculated for vacuum conditions due to the absorption of water
M M L i L  m U M f c s t o  











G.5 Polonium 22.83 + 0.04 21.85 22.84
Thorium C * 47.37 + 0.08 46.5 47.7
G.5 x 2 Polonium 24.86 + 0.06 23.6 24.7
‘ihorium 6* 52.8 + 0.13 51.2 52.6
G.5 x 4 Polonium 26.63 + 0.66 25.3 26.5
Thorium C* 58.29 + 0.15 56.0 58.2
vapour. Values were also calculated assuming a relative humidity of 60* 
and gave good agreement with those obtained e3q)er3mentally. Thais the use 
of the calculated range-energy relations for proton energies below 2*5 
MeV is justified.
The range-energy curves are presented in figure !• Above 2.5 MeV, 
the curves pass through the experimental points; below 2.5 MsV* the 
curves represent the calculated variation of the range.
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Figure 1; The range-energy curves for protons in G5, G5 x 2 
and G5 x 4 emulsions,,
Apopnqte 2; fo r the flnerrar of M aa. Produced
in a Sc^ d-tliick Target *
Because of the variation in the thickness of foil traversed for 
protons Tdth different angles of hip with respect to the surface of the 
emulsion the protons observed to originate in the iron foils were 
separated into two regions of dip angle, 10 - 20° and 20 - 30°; the 
protons which ware observed with angles of dip less than 10° m?re ignored 
because of the large thickness of foil they might traverse. ihe 
analysis was performed first for the interval 20 - 30° since the energy 
loss is least in t is region* An energy spectrum of protons, which tdll 
be called the "source spectrum" m s  chosen, say of the form Ng (€) d£ • 
the serai-thlck target was then replaced by six thin targets each 
2 mg/cm2 thick and it m s  assumed that the source spectrum for the protons 
storting in each of these sections was the same. The number of protons 
H  (O d( which would then be emergent from the thick target is given by
k — (o
N ( 0 « K  = ^ 2  N k ( e  + * k )  <*£ >
k “ I
where is the loss in energy of a proton, viiicfc starts in section k with 
an energy (£ + Ml), in traversing the remainder of the thick target*
The energy spectrum of the protons obtained from this choice of sour­
ce spectrum was compared with that observed e^erimentally; a relaxation 
method was then applied to find the source spectrum which, after allow- i 
once for the energy loss, gave a spectnra consistent with that observed l 
experimentally. This calculation was performed for the two intervals 
20
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20 - 30° and 10 # 20° dip* !Uie spectra obtained in the two intervals 
wore in good agreement* 0?he results presented in chapter 4 are those 
corrected by this method.
After the above correction vas applied, it was realised tiiat the
source spectra could be also obtained if die problem is considered in
terms of the range rather than the energy of tlie particles# If t2ie
observed energy spectra is plotted in intervals of range A  R, then the
me&dmm tliickneso of foil traversed by a proton, allowing for tiie angle
of dip, can be converted into an equivalent range in the emulsion, n AR#
In tills way, the serai-tldck target is replaced by n thin targets* It
follows, as previously, that the observed number of protons N(R) d R
emerging from the thick target is given by
n - I
N(R)otR = £  N. [ R - C f c - 4 ) A R j d R  ,
k =  0
where 11 (B) dR is the range distribution of protons which start in. the 
kth section of the target#
iliis representation possesses the advantage that the distribution 
of particles from the first section of the target (and hence from all 
other sections) can. be obtained directly without resort to the' relaxation 
method*
The observed number of protons in each interval of range can he 
successively corrected, starting from the high energy side of the distri­
bution, for the contribution of protons produced in sections of the 
•target other than the first# rihe corrected range distribution obtained
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in this way can be inrae&iately expressed as the corrected energy spectrum#
As a check on the results obtained by the former met o&, a correction 
according to the range was carried out for the same intervals, 20 - 30° 
and 10 *■ 20° tap* It was found that the spectrum obtained by each method 
was in good overall agreement as can be seen from examination of table 1#
~JJhe angular distribution of the protons in the * source * spectrum can 
also be obtained from the angular diotxibution of the protons observed 
e^ periraentally# It was assumed that there is no scattering. through Very 
large angles for the protons passing tiirough the iron foil* Thus a 
X>i'oton observed at an angle is the emulsion can be related to an angle 
of emission in the oculalcw* foil.
From the previous considerations, it follows that the number of 
protons I'?s (O &( in the source spectrum v.dth energies between C and 
€ # &£ can be expressed in tanas of the energy spectrum observed experi­
mentally as
kbCO «€ m 1  -rH j  d f + f  *  d£ + » V ( g )  a£ * . . . .
where X is ttst fraction of die total observed number, ij(g)d £ . of prot- 
one of energy £ ^ which have an energy, after correction for energy loss, 
of £ « Eh© other terms have a similar definition*
It follows therefore that the required angular distribution f(Q) d& 
of the protons of energy € in the source gpectma is given by (
f(9) aQ = Xfi(O)d0 ♦ x f2(5) aS + z f 3(S) &B + .... I
There (0) is the angular distribution of the protons of energy and 
the other terms are correspondingly defined#
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table Xi Hrn'asr of 'bracks in Source













< 2.5 36 43 24 -
2.5 - 5.0 253 243 222 252
vn • 0 1 ~V? vn 153 153 153 147
7.5 - 10.0 63 65 63 63
>10.0 3 8 3 21
Total 513 522 465 433
Apgen&bc OatoxXatxon of the Solid AnrJe for Acceptance of Protons 
Knitted at an Angle 6 to the Direction of tbs Incident 
Ueutrons*
We consider a coordinate system in which tine direction of the inci­
dent neutron is along the x-axis and the pplnt at which the (n,p) reaction 
occurs in the target is at 0, the intersection of the axes. It con be 
assumed that the point of interaction 0 lies on the surface of the 
emulsion* We now construct the sphere of unit radius with centre 0, 
shown in figure X* The section of the sphere perpendicular to the 
emulsion surface containing the direction of the incident neutron (the ay 
plane) is shown in figure 2a. With reference to figure 2a, we definei 
m angle in the sy plane between the surface cf the amilsion 
(Sf) and tie x-axis*
0 ss angle of emission of the proton with respect to the x*©xia;
proton® emitted at this angle to the x-eodls intersect the unit 
sphere in the circle with diameter PQ (c.f. figure 1).
-v|* £§ maximum angle of dip of protons accepted; protons emitted at 
this aiigle of dip to the emulsion surface intersect the unit 
sphere in the circle with diameter W  (c.f. figure 1)
It will be assumed that 10 - ^  in the subsequent discussion,
althon,.-/i the result derived for litis ease can be shorn to b© general*
The total solid angle available to protons emitted at an angle betweet 
8 and 6 + o(6 is 2u Sin 8 d 8 i*e? it is pxx>poii;iQ<'ial to the circuzaferenc* 
of the circle in tiie plane perpendicular to tiie x-axis with diameter PQ
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pFigjS^Ja. fait sphere illustrating the restrictions imposed 






Figure 2: Geometry considered in th© calculation of the solid angle}
(a) Section of unit sphere perpendicular to emulsion surface 
containing direction of the incident neutronj
(b) Section of unit sphere perpendicular to direction of 
incident neutron as shown.
( » 2 sin 0 )* This circle is shown in figure 2b* However, as a result 
of1 the geometrical restrictions imposed on the observation ox1 a proton
trade at an angle 8 , the end of the unit vector representing tlie direction, 
of the aaifted proton. o&n only lie on part cxf the ciroumf erenco of t:uLs 
circle, namely twice that part between A and B. Tins is clear from
figure 1, where OB defines a track emitted at an angle 8 with dip angle of 
0° and oa defines a track emitted at an angle 0 with dip angle of ^
Tims, the solid angle available for acceptance of a proton emitted at on 
angle 0 is given by
d « 2AB d 0 
The problem is new reduced to a deter ination of the dependence of AB on 
8 9 cj) and ^  • THiw can be carried out with the aid of th© constructions 
shown in figures 2a and 2b.
From figure 2b
/ /
AB a /AO B x 0 A
= /Ao'b sin 8
A A/
aa (AO7G - BO C) sin 8
f -1 P. £ Z.—  * cas~^ ) sin 0» ^cos o A  O'A /
Frau figure 2a
Constructions CE perpendicular to OC 
C8? parallel to CD 
Since lf\T is parallel to ST, it follows that
da _ Bin i-
DC *> PO = cos<J> ~ cos <p ?
(/c as 0 0 / tan cj) « oos & tan <j)
Hence d 5 ^ » 2AB d 0
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' m 2 | coa"* (oot 8 tan <j> g
~ aoeT^ (cot 8 tan <j> ) j sin 8 4 6  .
From this fortraala, the solid angle available for acceptance of a 
proton emitted at an angle 0 wee calculated for the particular case con* 
eidered in chapter 4j namely d) « 30° ®b4 m 30°*
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ix.4:. .The Calculation of F:.u Pauli Factors>
In orucr to eonqpute the Pauli factor oC it is m e e B s a x y to calculate
the probability for a nucleon to possess an energy in the range £ to
£ a£ inside the nucleus after a collision3 since the collision can only
r if £ > » In the general case of the collision of a nucleon of
energy Ep with a nucleon inside the nucleus of energy Eg and momentum Pg 
iaoving in a direction cp with respect to the incident nucleon, the cross
















[|p, *p2I + Ip,-P2lj > > [ p, + p,
a 03 outside these limits*
P - Pi l
dcrThe subscript to refers to fixed values of Pp and ► The first
tern in the expression is the energy spectrum which results from a two body 
collision assuming that the scattering cross section is independent of 
energy; the second term allows for the energy variation of the free 
scattering cross section (assuming that the cross section varies inversely 
as the energy of the incident particle in the centre of momentum system); 
the third term takes into account the variation of the rate of flow of 
particles in the nucleus past the incident nucleon. The allowed energy 
spectrum oan e obtained from this expression by integrating over the 
range of cb and Fp present in the Fermi gas.
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Integration of over all possible values of <j) yields
following expression for the cross section for the collision with a
nucleon of fixed momentum Pg
K -
d£\ _ m xfp.) r,
<T
3b# form of *—  as a functio?i of 6 is displayed in figure 1«.
At this stage it is convenient to introduce the restrictions of the 
Pauli Exclusion . ri.ciple* For tiie collision of the incident nucleon 
of energy P, with a nucleon of energy ?2 "^ ie Principle is only
satisfied if the energy of struck nucleon is raised to a value £ such 
that
• < £ < (■' x + e2) - (r - q)
where Q defines the release of energy in the nuclear process and Ep is the 
maximum Fermi energy* She upper limit (Ft + Eg) - (Ep -* Q) ensures that 
the incident nucleon is also left v/ith sufficient energy that the Pauli 
Principle is not violated* In the collision of .an incident neutron with 
a proton inside the nucleus Q « %  (p) - %  (n) and similarly for the 
inverse reaction. In the scattering of identic til particles in the tar­
get nucleus, Q = 0. In figure 1 the shaded area defines the region of 
allowed collisions*
It follows that the only struck nucleons which can participate in 
such collisions must possess energies which lie between the limitst
i * by - ~ h. ^ B2 *
2he allowed energy spectrum averaged over the various velocities of 
the nudbons inside the nucleus is obtained therefore by performing the
<t> = 0° to I80(
T3
<t> *  90
€
Figure 1: The distribution in energy of the particles produced by the
scattering of two nucleons of energies 8^ and E2. Th© shaded area 




where b a an d a = 2ra ( C + Ep ■«* ** Q) 2* The term P^ cOP takes
account of the distribution of momentum in a Fermi gas of nucleons.
The Pauli Factor <K for an incident nucleon energy Jk is given by the 
ratio of' the .area of die allowed energy spectrum to the area of the energy 
spectrum for free nucleon scattering which is equivalent to X(p^). the 
cross section for free nucleon scattering. Thus:
She variation of tiie Pauli factor for the scattering of identical
particles, $ m 0, which has been derived by this procedure,has been shown
in figure 5*1* Tiie Pauli factor for the scattering of non identical
particles can be derived by 'the same procedure when the non-zero Q-value
of tiie process is taken into account throughout the treatment. However,
time relation between the different Pauli factors is not obvious from the
above formula for oi* The connection that exists between the different
Pauli factors at the same incident energy will therefore be amplified in
the following discussion.
As can be seen from figure 5*1, the Pauli factor o< is a decreasing
function of «ai* » Since lip = 51 HeV for protons and Ep „ 2Q kitiV for 
' i
neutrons, the following inequality holds:
nn
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However, the difference in the maximum energy of the Fermi gases also 
implies tne following for the collision of a neutron and proton inside 
the nucleus. A collision is only allowed if the final neutron energy is 
greater that 1^ , (n) and the final proton energy is greater than Ep (p) 
Hence the following inequalities also hold
°^nn ^ °^ pn ariu °^pp ^ ^np 
where the first subscript refers to tiie incident particle in each case.
Finally, in the collision ol an incident neutron with a proton inside the
nucleus, tiie struck proton can have a maximum energy greater than the
maximum energy of the struck neutron in the inverse reaction* Hence the
following inequality also holds:
°^np  ^ °^pn
There exists therefore the following relationships between the different 
Pauli factors:
o^pp < ckpn < °4jp < °*xm 
Empirical expressions for o^np and o<pn can be derived in terms of 
the factors o< ando<Dn when the preceding discussion is given a 
mathematical basis* Eie final expressions ares
sdsL:i_3d£2 a . o.o83 Ski)
°<itp ~
o<pn - <*rm m 3%(p) * ( % • 0.083 )
They illustrate more clearly than the previous formula their dependence 
on the difference in binding energy ox the lasc ueucron and proton (the
Q-value)•
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The non isotropy of the neutrcn-proton scattering at high energies
in the centre of mass system also effects -he Pauli factors. The
measured values (Hadley et al» 194?) for the differential cross section
of neutron-proton scattering; at 40 Me? can be represented by the expressfcn
4^ " ^  (13 + S cos2 8) rob. ster"'*'*
cl 00
vfer-e 0 * angle of scattering in the centre of mass system. This energy 
is of a similar magnitude to that considered in the present calculations.
Sfumesrical calculations show that collisions with a Fermi gas of 
uoedeons at this energy are virtually forbidden for 0 < 50°. Since the 
tterm involving cos2 8 quoted above or!jjr fiBfrtl a significant contribution 
at angles less than 50° the Pauli factors, o< ^ p  U9it c>C.n reduced 
compared with the corresponding: factors calculated, for isotropic scatter­
ing. The extent of the correction is about 20>.
To illustrate the effects of tiie different corrections, the Pauli 
factors o< at an incident ener^ of 24 MeV, corresponding to an energy- 
inside tiie nucleus E-j of 62 MeV, areshown. in table 1«
- lia -
.CMlt&lated Value3 .of the Pauli 
factors at an Inoldsafc Bnern.r o f 24
SF(n? 
%  *
0.452 V p ) = 0.5
Panli Factors ^nn ^np °Cv«pn PP
Freni figure 5.1 C.355 - - 0.29
o<ao and corrected 
for‘difference in binding 
energy.
0.335 0.336 0.309 0.29
o<np and o^pn corrected 
for^  non-isotropy (x 0.355 0.28 0,257
1
0.29
£t.,A-t iL..il ..k, jLjV 1,J
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